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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we present a kinetic model in carrying out a simulation of
reaction mechanism in porous aluminum and Teflon mixtures. The models
and simulations are presented for the reaction mechanism, shock ignition
and the development of detonation in a select aluminum and Teflon mixture.
To achieve efficient simulation of reacting process, we studied multi-scale
asymptotic ’G-scheme’ so that an issue of multi-scale character is addressed
in the numerical computation.
As an effort to connect such a microscopic analysis to existing continuum
mixture theories characterizing classical explosives, we provide a preliminary
work to establish generic prototypes of methodology for characterizing reac-
tion mechanism. The method that we are interested and employing in this
thesis is the Time of Flight Mass Spectroscopy (TOFMS). It monitors the
Deflagration to Detonation Transition phenomena of small-scale explosive
samples in vacuum subjected to short duration shock stimuli.
To support the experiment in vacuum chamber, the numerical simulation
of particle expanding toward vacuum is required. In this thesis, we developed
a complete set of algorithms required for the simulation of 1D hydrodynamic
model for reactive flow with general EOS adjacent to a vacuum interface.
We connected a series of numerical methods, including approximate Rie-
mann solver, splitting method, higher-order interpolation and vacuum track-
ing method combined with the general equations of state. Our scheme can
used for calculating TOA (Time of Arrival) of particles to the sensors in
TOFMS and for theoretically better calibration of the parameters of kinet-
ics models in nano-scale reaction. Finally, the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
method is considered for better mass conserving capability and efficient com-
putational algorithm. The method is not included in our current numerical
algorithm but we studied the method as an introduction of our future nu-
merical strategy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, simulations with reduced kinetic models are used to study
reaction mechanism, shock ignition and detonation phenomena in reactive
material that may support non-classical, typically low speed, detonation.
We extend the theory that S.Yoo et al. developed previously [10] in order to
improve kinetic model as realistic as possible in carrying out a simulation of
reaction mechanism in porous aluminum and Teflon mixture. The compo-
sition of reactant mixture consists of the following species: Al (aluminum),
C2F4 (Tetrafluoroethylene), O2 (oxygen), N2 (nitrogen). This combustible
system, when reacted, produces many product species including AlF3, Al2O3,
CO2, CO and N2. The scenario of reaction transition from reactants to prod-
ucts can be summarized by three steps: thermal decomposition, oxidation
and destruction to ten products. Cheetah was used (see [11] for the reference)
to identify the product species that are characterized by a JWL equation of
state (EOS) as done in previous work [11]. In this thesis, models and sim-
ulations are presented for the reaction mechanism, shock ignition and the
development of detonation in a select Al/Teflon mixture. This is accompa-
nied by demonstrating the reacting system ignited by two difference heat
sources: instantaneous heat(as shown in the experiment using a laser purse
[12]) on a spot of the composite and an impact on an end of such a mixture
as demonstrated in [11].
In practical, however, it is computationally very demanding to character-
ize the initiation mechanism and reaction kinetics of these energetic materi-
als, typically in such a small scale of samples, as in the attempt by Eakins
and Thadhani [13]. Their numerical model at the discrete particle level has
shown as an important progress in understanding of ultrafast physical, chem-
ical, and mechanical processes that typically occur ahead and immediately
behind the shock front in the process. On the other hand, it would require
a very deep theoretical research further to connect the microscopic theory
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to existing continuum mixture theories characterizing classical explosives as
shown in existing literatures [14, 15, 16] since the detonation shock on any
new reactive materials with various geometric confinements of engineering
devices should be characterized in a global geometric prospective at the end.
In the classic theory, steady state detonation is developed through three
phases: initiation, ignition/growth and extinction. The particle level theory
is significant to the initiation-ignition phases. Once the initiation-ignition
mechanism is modeled as a mathematical formula of reactive rate, the model
parameters should be calibrated to make it consistent to actual experiment
data in macroscopic view. In addition to the abstruse subject from the mi-
croscopic studies, prediction of the end product species would also requires
a deep understanding of underlying chemistry and thermodynamics.
The reaction in nano-scale sample typically occurs on a very thin reaction
zone behind a steady state detonation travelling ultra-fast. Therefore, direct
measurements of such reactions would be beyond current technology. Many
methods of experiments have been developed for indirect measurements for
the description of detonation phenomena in such new reactive materials. The
method that we are employing in this thesis is the mass spectrometric analy-
sis of the chemical reaction products for the detonation of solid explosives for
identifying product species from detonated explosives as described by Blais
et al. [17]. The analysis of reaction product by mass spectroscopy is now con-
sidered as a promising way to identify stable end products and intermediate
species under reaction that can be shown in the reaction zone of detonation
wave. According to Blais et al. as described in their paper [17], once the
detonation wave arrived at the vacuum face, and the detonation shock can-
not propagate further outward into the vacuum. Instead, a rarefaction wave
is sent backward at sound speed. Therefore the burnt explosive is expanded
to the vacuum interface adiabatically by a rarefaction wave at which the
density and pressure are zero. The expansion velocity is known to be much
higher than that of detonation wave. Furthermore rapid expansion initiate
the reaction-quench processes due to the density and pressure reduction and
cooling.
Furthermore, according to Fossum et al. [1], to the extent that the products
experience minimal mixing before the expansion eventually becomes collision-
less, later arrival times at the Time of Flight Mass Spectroscopic (TOFMS)
correspond to molecules originating from deeper layers within the explosive.
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In this thesis, we describe our preliminary work for simulating the mass
spectroscopic analysis numerically. The species identified by TOFMS detec-
tor correspond to the mass fraction of species that can be produced during
the reaction behind the leading detonation wave to its sonic locus. Numeri-
cally this corresponding to the consideration of non-linear chemical system of
reaction equations with their kinetic rates assigned. Therefore the system we
should solve numerically is the system of Euler equations with a number of
kinetic rates for each chemical equations involved in the reactions on an ener-
getic material adjacent to a vacuum region. The detonation shock, initiated
at one point of the computational domain is propagated through the mate-
rial domain and eventually arrives the vacuum interface. In this thesis we
describe our method for tracking the motions of end products and partially
reacted species through vacuum. This work is motivated by the necessity
for identifying nano-sized explosives by a detector in experimental apparatus
after the particles traveling a length of vacuum space. These particles are
typically the end product species of exothermic reactions of nano-sized non-
ideal energetic materials. As we demonstrated in our previous work by Yoo
et al. [14], a new paradigm of reactive materials such as a mixture of alu-
minum and Teflon can show a strong reaction producing a detonation wave
in a scale of nano-size sample.
The development of tracking algorithms presented in this thesis was mo-
tivated by the work of Fossum et al. [1], who performed an experimental
scheme for monitoring DDT(Deflagration to Detonation Transition) phenom-
ena in small-scale explosive samples in vacuum subjected to short duration of
shock stimuli as an effort to develop Benchtop energetics. Figure 1.1 shows
their schematic diagram of experimental equipment.
Our work described in this thesis is the simulation of reaction events oc-
curring on the 0.68 m length of space starting from A to C in the figure 1.1.
A mixture sample situated at the center of the chamber I is detonated so
that the gaseous product particles are projected through the vacuum tunnel
in one dimensional fashion through B. The particles are monitored at posi-
tion C by the Mass spectroscopy situated vertically there. The monitored
quantities by this equipment are the mass concentration of product species
from the detonation events occurred at position I. Therefore in the modeling,
we can conduct a simulation of the detonation events from the center of the
chamber in 1-D fashion and then expand the product through the vacuum
3
(A) (B)
Figure 1.1: (A) Side-view schematic diagram of experimental apparatus (B)
A uncorrected TOFMS data for laser ablation/ignition of a nitrocellulose
thin film, plotted vs. ion m/z, binned at a resolution of 0.25 amu/e. These
figures are reproduced from the paper [1]
space. They assumed that there are no further reactions after the particles
fly through the vacuum space. Our analysis in this paper also shows that
the assumption can be reasonable as explained at the end of next section.
Based on the experimental motivation, we developed a mathematical model
for such experiments with a set of parameters in reaction rates such that there
can be a set of parameter values such that the identified product species by
experiments can be reproduced by our models with the set of parameters.
To support their experiment in vacuum chamber, the numerical simulation
of particle expanding toward vacuum is required.
In this model, a numerical method of simulation for tracking material in-
terface to vacuum is required. Existing numerical approximation of Euler
equations at vacuum boundary generally fails because of the continuum as-
sumption of velocity and pressure at the interface. Along with that the sim-
ulation often fails near gas-vacuum boundary because of zero density in the
mathematical model of equation of state. MUNZ [5] proposed approxima-
tion method computing a flux of gas-vacuum interface using the information
of movement of gas-vacuum boundary. In this thesis, we adapt the approx-
imation algorithm by Munz in the setting of the equation of state in the
form of Mie-Gruneisen EOS. The tracking is made possible by computing
the velocity of vacuum interface which can be computed from the velocity
inside the material. Our numerical implementation for the inner material
reaction mechanism is based on the technique for solving a generalized Rie-
mann problem for porous/reactive energetic material in cooperated with a
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Mie-Gruneisen form of EOS for the energy transformation through the reac-
tion.
Our schemes are aimed for calculating the amount of reacted species and
their time of arrival (TOA) at a point of detector of TOFMS and for theo-
retically better calibration of the parameters of kinetics models in nano-scale
reaction such as those presented in our previous paper [6]. We developed the
complete set of algorithms required for the simulation of 1D hydrodynamic
model for reactive flow with general EOS adjacent to a vacuum interface.
The numerical solution is obtained by two separate cycles, one (PDE) with-
out source term and the other for source terms exclusively, which is a system
of Ordinary Differential equation (ODE).
The problem in the first cycle is approximated by using Roe approximation
with a technique of a generalized Riemann problem [2, 18, 3, 19]. The scheme
consists of 5th order WENO for interpolation of states [7, 20, 21, 22], Roe
linear approximation and Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) version of the
Runge-Kutta time increments [23, 24]. We have tested our scheme for various
examples in literatures [4, 2, 25, 26]. The location of vacuum interface of
material is tracked by computing the interface velocity using the tracking
scheme by Munz [5] in more general settings of material properties.
In general, reacting flow has a wide range of time scales which leads to stiff
ODE system. S.Yoo et al.[14] describes modeling of reacting mechanism in
porous Aluminum and Teflon mixture and its simulation results with reduced
kinetic models. The intermediate species are created in the middle of the
reaction and will disappear at the end of reaction and generate the final
product. Such a complex reaction problem has wide range of time scale to the
system dynamics so that its computational cost will be expensive in general.
To achieve an efficient simulation of reacting process, we apply multi-scale
asymptotic ’G-scheme’ proposed by M. Valorani, S. Paolucci [27, 28] to the
system of ODEs in the second cycle of the solver (second cycle of splitting
method). It provides multi-scale adaptive model reduction along with the
integration of the differential equation.
The last numerical scheme that we present in this thesis is the Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian method. In the Eulerian based numerical methodology,
the computational grid is fixed in space. The Eulerian methodology is widely
used in fluid dynamics and easy to implement even in a multi-dimensional
problem. However it requires high computational cost to predict a precise
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interface when the flow has large distortion. Also the mass conserving often
failed in the Eulerian methodology. As an effort to equip the hydro-code that
has better mass conserving capability and efficient computational algorithms,
the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian(ALE) method [29, 30, 31] is considered.
The ALE finite element method is a well developed and known tool for sim-
ulation of continuum mechanics problems with large shear deformation such
as fluid and metal forming. Even though the method was not included in our
current numerical approach, we studied 1D ALE scheme as an introduction
for our future numerical strategy. We expect that the method provides better
moving boundaries and conservation of mass, momentum and total energy
compared to Eulerian method along with the better efficiency. In general,
the ALE method has three main stages, namely, Lagrangian, Rezoning and
Remapping. The reference Jacobian rezone technique [32, 33]and the conser-
vative linearity-and-bound preserving interpolation [34, 35] were considered
as a rezoning and remapping in our ALE code. In this thesis, we present its
effectiveness using simple test problems (1D viscous Burgers’ equation and
simple Riemann problem) and provide the possibility of future use in our
detonation study.
The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, the modeling of reacting mechanism in porous Aluminum
and Teflon mixture and its reacting simulation results with reduced kinetic
models is presented. To study its detonation phenomena, the 1D hydrody-
namic model with constitutive equations is derived and the simulation of its
energetic flow motion is presented in section 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3
In Chapter 3, we describe the details of our algorithms. The numerical
Riemann solver with exact Riemann solution and its approximation method
is derived in section 3.3 and 3.4. Its higher-order implementation is intro-
duced in section 3.5. The vacuum tracking algorithm for general form of
equation of state is presented. The G-Scheme method is presented in section
3.11 and its algorithmic steps and its simple numerical test is described. Fi-
nally, the ALE method is introduced in section 3.13 and performed numerical
experiment of 1D viscous burgers equation as a code validation.
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CHAPTER 2
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY OF
DETONATION PHENOMENA IN
NON-CONVENTIONAL EXPLOSIVE
In this chapter, we extend the theory we developed previously [11] in order to
improve our kinetic model as realistic as possible in carrying out a simulation
of reaction mechanism in porous aluminum and Teflon mixtures. The com-
position of reactant mixture consists of the following species: Al(aluminum),
C2F4(Tetrafluoroethylene), O2(oxygen), N2(nitrogen). This combustible sys-
tem, when reacted, produces many product species including AlF3, Al2O3,
CO2, CO and N2. The transition from reactants to products can be sum-
marized by three steps: thermal decomposition, oxidation and destruction
to ten products. Cheetah was used (see [11] for the reference) to identify the
product species that are characterized by a JWL equation of state as done in
previous work [11]. In this thesis, models and simulations are presented for
the reaction mechanism, shock ignition and the development of detonation
in a select Al/Teflon mixture. This is accompanied by demonstrating the
reacting system ignited by two difference heat sources: instantaneous heat
(for example experiment using a laser purse [12]) on a spot of the composite
and an impact on an end of such a mixture as demonstrated in [11].
The AL nano-particles embedded in a Teflon oxidizer, Al-Teflon is one of
the most exothermic composition suitable for nano-energetic materials with a
theoretical heat of combustion of 21 KJ/cm3, compared for instance to only
8 KJ/cm3 for TNT [12]. In this chapter, gas phase reactions of aluminum
and Teflon is described with focus on developing kinetics of Aluminum and
Teflon mixture in that phase. Three conservation equations and rate of
concentration of species are those we will consider. The numerical simulation
for the rate of concentration of species and temperature is performed using
LSODE solver independently from simulation of its flow motion. The model
equations for the kinetics are based on the assumption of gaseous product.
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2.1 Modeling Kinetics for the Reaction of Aluminum
and Teflon
When a certain amount of heat is applied to a porous Al/Teflon mixture (for
example by flash heat as in [12]), the major component of Teflon, C2F4 in
the mixture is decomposed into various CFx (x = 1, 2, 3, 4) radicals (thermal
decomposition) and these radicals are highly reactive to the aluminum or
oxygen in the air (oxidization). In this thesis, the composition of product
species which are greatly simplified were used so that we assume that these
are AlF3, C and CO2 only. Therefore the net chemical reaction equation for
the model is expressed as follow.
4Al + 3C2F4 + 3O2 → 4AlF3 + C + CO2 + 4CO (2.1)
The possible list of chemical reactions for the net chemical equation that used
for the calculation is shown in Table A.1 (Appendix A). This combustion
mechanism consists of various radical chain reactions that can be modeled
by N reaction equation of S species (N=31 and S=19 in this thesis. The rate
ri(T ) of i-th individual reaction in such a reaction system were studied by
Losada et al. [8] and serve as the basis for this thesis. Let {ν˜ji}(1≤j≤S,1≤i≤N)
stoichiometric matrix for the reaction system. By following the method ex-
plained in [25], the reaction progress vector λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · , λN) is defined
with λj being the reaction progress of j-th reaction in the system. The mass
fraction mi of i-th species under the reaction are related to reaction progress
vector λ by equation
mi = m
0
i +
N∑
j=1
νjiλi (2.2)
where
νij = ν˜jiwi/M
j, M j =
1
2
∑
j
|ν˜ji|wi (2.3)
and m0i is the mass fraction of i-th species before any reaction occurs. The
quantity wi in the equation is the molar weight of i-th species and M
j can
be considered as the mass transferred in the i-th reaction. Therefore, degree
of reaction is measured in the system by computing the reaction progress
vector λ with the temperature dependent time rate of change being defined
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by the following equations without backward reactions:
dλi
dt
(≡ rj) = M jρaj−1kjf (T )
S∏
i=1
(
mi
wi
)aji
(2.4)
where aj =
∑S
i=1 aji, ρ density, T temperature. The reaction constants are
given in an Arrhenius form: (see Table A.2, Appendix A)
kij(T ) = AiT
nie−Ea/RT (2.5)
The time rate of temperature change is modeled as
cp
dT
dt
= −
N∑
j=1
rj∆Hj (2.6)
so that the progress of reactions in the systems are analyzed under the con-
stant volume expansion. Variable cp and ∆Hj in the equation (2.6) are the
specific heat of the mixture at constant volume and the heat of j-th reaction.
cp =
S∑
i=1
micpi (2.7)
The specific heat at constant pressure of each species is representative as a
polynomial function of the temperature with coefficients.
cpi
R
= c1 + c2T + c3T
2 + c4T
3 + c5T
4 (2.8)
The coefficient c1 ∼ c5 in (2.8) are obtained from Thermochemical database
by Elke Goos and Alexander Burcat [36] (see Fig A.1, Appendix A)
2.2 Numerical Simulation of Reaction Mechanism in
the Mixture of Aluminum and Teflon
LSODE [37, 38] has been used to solve ODE system of rate function. Total
dimension of ODE system is N=32 which is number of reactions shown in
Table A.1 (Appendix A). The stoichiometric matrix and rate constants have
been built as input of the code. The specific heat at constant pressure of each
9
species has been estimated as a function of temperature and is calculated in
the code with 7 coefficient polynomials in Figure A.1 (Appendix A). The
coefficients are obtained from Thermochemical database by Elke Goos and
Alexander Burcat [36]. The output of the code is the set of concentration
of each species and total sum of concentration of products and 31 reaction
rates of each reactions and rate of change in temperature. As shown in
Figure 2.1, since the result between two different time scales are almost
consistent. Therefore the time scale has been set as nano seconds to increase
computational efficiency.
Figure 2.1: Concentration decay of C2F4 in time scale picosecond and
nanosecond
The data shows that the species C2F4 is completely consumed in few pico-
seconds and produces CF2, CF3, COF and so on. Temperature is dropped
significantly to 5000.0K simultaneously with C2F4 decomposition. CFx rad-
icals or COF produced by C2F4 decomposition are reacted with Aluminum
Al. As seen in Figure 2.2, the CFx radicals are consumed in 0.1 ∼ 0.2 nano
seconds at high temperature (7000.0K) and the temperature become hotter
as the reaction ends. The sum of mass fraction of all product species λ is
initially zero and becomes one when reaction is completed.
We model the reaction rate λ which varies from zero to one to represent
the degree of reaction of the whole system whose reaction states were rep-
resented by a vector λ = (λ1, · · · , λN) which are reaction variables of each
reaction equation. Figure 2.3(A) shows the reaction variable λ function of
time. As shown in figure 2.3(B), reaction time is increased significantly where
the initial temperature is below about 1500.0K. Therefore around 1000.0K
of initial temperature, the reaction ends in a few microseconds. (About
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Figure 2.2: Species Concentration and Temperature change with initial
temperature T0=7000.0K
(A) (B)
Figure 2.3: (A)Reaction progress of the system (B)Reaction completion
time as a function of temperature T
9.6ms at initial temperature 1100K) Figure 2.4 shows that reaction progress
λ fields as function of temperature T. In the figure 2.4, we can see the general
behavior of reaction progress at various initial temperatures. According to
Mikhail A Zamkov [12], the reaction of Al with COF occurred with time con-
stant 1/k = 50(±20ps) and reaction of Al with CF2 or CF3 were more than
10 times slower. Note that the temperature of the mixture under reaction
decrease significantly at initial reaction period as shown in figure 2.4. That
is because of the thermal decomposition of species C2F4. Figure 2.6 shows
the temperature change versus time at two different initial condition (solid
black: 1500K,1.25g/cc, dotted curve: 2500K,2.0g/cc). Figure 2.6 shows also
the decrease of temperature due to thermal decomposition in the reaction.
The species C2F4 is consumed completely in less than 300 picoseconds and
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the reaction is completed in the order of 10 nanoseconds.
Figure 2.4: Reaction progress field of the system represented by a single
scalar variable λ as a function of temperature T
Figure 2.5: Concentration decay of COF and CF2 with T0=1500.0K and
T0=7000.0K
Figure 2.6: Concentration decay of Aluminium, Reaction and Temperature
progress by density change ρ0 = 1.25 and ρ0 = 2.0 (T0=2500.0K)
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2.3 Equation of State and the Hydrodynamics
The pressure p and temperature T on the system are assumed to be locally
homogeneous so that these quantities acting on each species are the same.
Additionally, the equation of state (EOS) is chosen to be represented by the
energy e(p,v,α,λ), which is a function of pressure p, volume v, porosity α
and reaction progress vector λ. The theory of Carroll and Holt [39] is used
to account for the porosity of mixture, so that the EOS of the mixture is rep-
resented by the function e = e
(
p
1−α , (1− α)v,λ
)
. Specifically the equation
of state is modeled as follows.
e = mAeA
(
p
1− α, vA
)
+mT eT
(
p
1− α, vT
)
(2.9)
+mgeg
(
p
1− α, vα
)
+mpep (p, vp)
(1− α)v = mAvA +mTvT +mpvp (2.10)
In this formulation of EOS, the gaseous species is assumed to fill all the gaps
between the condensed species of the mixture. The product in the mixture
can contain both gaseous and condensed species but here, it is considered
as being in condensed phase so it occupies some portion of volume of the
mixture. Product species in this formulation consists of all intermediate
species and the end product. The product is characterized by JWL equation
of state ep(p, vp) obtained from Cheetah (see [10] for the details). Therefore,
the condensed materials are aluminum and Teflon in unreacted state with
the end product unspecified clearly. The porosity α is equal to the sum of
the volume fractions of all gaseous species (which is characterized by ideal
equation of state eg) in the mixture. A relationship between temperature
T and pressure p, given the internal energy e, and specific volume v, is
needed for hydrodynamic simulation. Birch-Murnaghan EOS for condensed
and reactant species is used so that relation between p and T is linear, as
shown in the following EOS mode:
p = ps(v) + Cv
Γ
v
(T − T0) (2.11)
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here, the principal isentrope ps(v) is defined as follows
ps(v) =
β0
n
{
v
v0
−n − 1
}
(2.12)
where v, specific volume, β0 the initial isothermal bulk modulus, Γ Mie-
Gruneisen parameter and Cv constant volume specific heat and n is material
parameter. T0 = 293.15
oK and v0 is unreacted specific volume of the species.
The gaseous species are assumed as being ideal so that pvi = R˜iT , where
R˜ = R/wi and wi is the molecular weight of species i and R is the universal
gas constant. From the first law of thermodynamics (dE = TdS − pdv) for
individual species and Maxwell relations, we have:
dE = CvdT + (Γ/vTCv − p)dv (2.13)
For ideal EOS, the second term on the right of the equation is zero. Therefore
from unreacted state to partially reacted state, the equation (2.13) becomes
e = e0 + Cv(T − T0) +
(
Γ
v
TCv − p
)
(v − v0) (2.14)
Using equation (2.11), the specific energy for condensed species can be a
function of (p, v) as follows
e(p, v) = es(v) +
v
Γ
(p− ps(v)) (2.15)
es(v) = e0 +
(
Γ
v
T0Cv − ps(v)
)
It was assumed that Γ/v and Cv are constant for condensed species. Note
that from the equation (2.11), the specific volume vi of i-th species can be
function of p and T . From equation (2.16), the specific energy ei also can
be function of p and T . Therefore given mass fraction mi, mixture specific
energy e and volume v, the system of two equation (2.10), (2.10) can be
solved for pressure and temperature (p, T ). The sound speed of unreacted
mixture from this model at 50% TMD Al/Teflon mixture of 45:55 Al and
teflon wt ratio is computed to be 2.45km/sec. The hydrodynamic model
with momentum and thermal transport, is represented by a system of con-
servation equation in a form ∂U
∂t
+ ∂F
∂x
= S as previously presented in [10]
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for (p, v, u) combined with one plus thirty two constitutive equations for the
progress variables (α,λ) The 1-D hydrodynamic system is solved with the
constitutive equations of the reaction rates and the EOS presented in this
thesis with resulting pressure field shown in Fig 2.7 A steady state detona-
Figure 2.7: Pressure field on distance and time plane
tion is developed in a few microseconds and its speed is about 1.55mm/µsec
for this numerical simulation. Fig 2.8 shows the pressure profile when the
detonation wave is in steady state. The reaction thickness is about an order
of 1-micrometer.
Figure 2.8: A typical pressure profile at steady state detonation
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2.4 The Mass Spectroscopic Analysis of the Chemical
Reaction Product for the Detonation of Solid
Explosive
The theory of the structure of one dimensional Chapman-Jouguet detonation
wave behind the von Neumann spike is the generic description for the most
basic study of a given energetic material. New demanding of manufacturing
non-classical explosives requires to deriving the classical theory by charac-
terizing the kinetics and composition of end products when detonated. The
reaction occurs on a very thin reaction zone behind the wave and fast in gen-
eral, many methods of experiments have been developed for the description
of the detonation phenomena of new explosives. One of the methods that we
are interested in this thesis is the mass spectrometric analysis of the chem-
ical reaction products for the detonation of solid explosives for identifying
product species from detonated explosives as well described by Blais et al.
[17].
The analysis of reaction product by mass spectroscopy is now considered
as a promising way to identify stable end products and intermediate species
under reaction that can be shown in the reaction zone of detonation wave.
According to Blais et al. as described in their paper [17], the detonation wave
arrived at the vacuum face, the detonation shock cannot propagate further
outward into the vacuum. Instead, a rarefaction wave is sent backward at
sound speed. Therefore the burnt explosive is expanded to the vacuum in-
terface adiabatically by a rarefaction wave at which the density and pressure
are zero. The expansion velocity is known to be much higher than that of
detonation wave. Furthermore rapid expansion initiate the reaction-quench
processes due to the density and pressure reduction and cooling.
Furthermore, according to Fossum et al. [1], to the extent that the products
experience minimal mixing before the expansion eventually becomes collision-
less, later arrival times at the TOFMS correspond to molecules originating
from deeper layers within the explosive.
The species identified by TOFMS detector correspond to the mass frac-
tion of species that can be produced during the reaction behind the leading
detonation wave to its sonic locus. Numerically this corresponding to the
consideration of non-linear chemical system of reaction equations with their
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kinetic rates assigned. Therefore the system we should solve numerically
is the system of Euler equations with a number of kinetic rates for each
chemical equations involved in the reactions on an energetic material adja-
cent to a vacuum region. The detonation shock initiated at one point of the
computational domain is propagated through the material domain and even-
tually arrive the vacuum interface. In this thesis we describe our method for
tracking the motions of end products and partially reacted species through
vacuum. This work is motivated by the necessity for identifying nano-sized
explosives by a detector in experimental apparatus after the particles travel-
ing a length of vacuum space. These particles are typically the end product
species of exothermic reactions of nano-sized non-ideal energetic materials.
As we demonstrated in our previous work by Yoo et al. [14], a new paradigm
of reaction materials such as a mixture of aluminum and Teflon can show a
strong reaction producing a detonation wave in a scale of nano-size sample.
2.4.1 Experimental Research; TOFMS Simulation
There have been series of experiments to understand some of the fundamen-
tal mechanism by trying to detect the end product species using modern
techniques such as Time of Flight Mess Spectroscopy(TOFMS). This work
is motivated from the work by Fossumet al.[1] who proposed an experimen-
tal scheme for monitoring the DDT(Deflagration to Detonation Transition)
phenomena of small-scale explosive samples in vacuum subjected to short
duration shock stimuli as an effort of development of Benchtop energetics.
Figure 2.9 shows their schematic diagram of experimental equipment. Our
work described in this thesis is the simulation of reaction events occurring
on the 0.68 m length of space starting from A to C in the figure 2.9. A
mixture sample situated at the center of the chamber I is detonated so that
the gaseous product particles are projected through the vacuum tunnel in
one dimensional fashion through B. The particles are monitored at position
C by the Mass spectroscopy situated vertically there. The monitored quan-
tities by this equipment are the mass concentration of product species from
the detonation events occurred at position I. Therefore in the modeling, we
can conduct a simulation of the detonation events from the center of the
chamber in 1-D fashion and then expand the product through the vacuum
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(A) (B)
Figure 2.9: (A) Side-view schematic diagram of experimental apparatus (B)
A uncorrected TOFMS data for laser ablation/ignition of a nitrocellulose
thin film, plotted vs. ion m/z, binned at a resolution of 0.25 amu/e. These
figures are reproduced from the paper [1]
space. They assumed that there are no further reactions after the particles
fly through the vacuum space. Our analysis in the model of this paper also
shows that the assumption can be reasonable as explained at the end of next
section.
Based on the experimental motivation, we developed a mathematical model
for such experiments with a set of parameters in reaction rates such that there
can be a set of parameter values such that the identified product species by
experiments can be reproduced by our models with the set of parameters.
To support their experiment in vacuum chamber, the numerical simulation
of particle expanding toward vacuum is required. In the next Chapter, we
describe our preliminary work for simulating the mass spectroscopic analysis
numerically with the details of our numerical approach for tracking vacuum
interface of non-ideal mixture of energetic materials.
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR TRACKING
VACUUM INTERFACE OF NON-IDEAL
MIXTURE OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS
Main purpose of this work is to develop a stable and robust way (1) for
tracking vacuum interface of non-ideal mixture of energetic materials in small
scale (typically nano scales) and (2) for efficient and accurate approximation
of multi-time scale reactions in the reaction system. We developed a numer-
ical solver consisting of Roe approximation to solution of system of Euler
equations with reaction and porosity. The required fluxes are computed by
using Riemann problem solver for general EOS, this method is extended to
track the velocity of vacuum interface adjacent to the reacting material by
following Munz’s method but extended version for use of general EOS as
well. Finally, the solver is also using a splitting method for the source terms
due to the reaction and porosity processes. The resulting system of Ordi-
nary Differential Equations (ODEs) are solved using G-scheme for the multi
scale asymptotes [27]. Most of the details for each algorithms mentioned
here will not be reproduced except some key theoretical features such as the
key equations for the algorithms. One should refer to the references cited
in this paper for the details of each component of algorithms. We mainly
describe the requirement of extended EOS for system and extension of Roe
approximation to G-scheme and finally test and demonstrations.
3.1 Governing Equations
We first consider the 1D hydrodynamic model with constitutive equations.
The effect of body forces and viscous stress are neglected. It includes con-
servative variable (ρ, u, p) and two constitutive equations for the progress
variables (φ, λ). This system of non-linear hyperbolic conservation laws in
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one dimension are given by
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂ρu
∂x
= 0 (3.1)
∂ρu
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(
ρu2 + p
)
= 0 (3.2)
∂ρE
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(ρuE + pu) = 0 (3.3)
dφ
dt
= rφ (3.4)
dλ
dt
= rλ (3.5)
and
E = e+
1
2
u2 (3.6)
Here ρ is density, u is the velocity, ρu is the momentum per unit volume, ρE
is the total energy per unit volume and p is the pressure. φ, λ are progress
variables and the function rφ, rλ represents the function of compaction and
reaction rate respectively. For n reaction there are n+5 equations. The
dependent variables are p, ρ, φ, λ and u. The independent variables are x
and t. The pressure p is given as a function of density, specific internal
energy e = E − u2/2. and two progress variables
p = p(ρ, e, φ, λ) (3.7)
In this thesis, we assume that the equation of state, in the absence of reaction,
is represented by a Mie-Gruneisen EOS[40]
e(p, v) = es(v) +
v
Γ(v)
(p− ps(v)) (3.8)
We will discuss details of the material composition of Al/Teflon mixture and
its equation of state in chapter 3.
3.2 Time Splitting Scheme for Inhomogeneous PDEs
Consider a vector form of the Initial Value Problem(IVP) for equations
(3.1)∼(3.5)
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∂U
∂t
+
∂F(U)
∂x
= S(U), 0 ≤ x ≤ L (3.9)
where
U =

ρ
ρu
ρE
ρφ
ρλ
 F =

ρu
ρu2 + p
(ρE + p)u
ρuφ
ρuλ
 S =

0
0
0
ρrφ
ρrλ
 (3.10)
with initial data at time t = tn
U(x, tn) = Un (3.11)
There are numerous different schemes to solve the system of Partial Differ-
ential equations (3.9) such as a predictor-corrector scheme of the McCormack
type with TVD constraint by LeVeque and Yee[41]. But we approach the
way to solve the PDE by using a splitting method for PDE as described by
Toro [2] since time splitting methods are known useful for simulation of the
phenomena of detonation waves in which it can deal with the fluid dynam-
ics and the chemistry separately [42, 43]. In splitting method, we alternate
at each time level between solving the homogeneous conservation law with-
out source term(i.e. the fluid dynamics) and solving the conservation laws
without convection(i.e. the chemistry), which gives a system of ordinary
differential equations.[44]. The inhomogeneous systems (3.9) can be repre-
sented by two systems of differential equations: a system of advection and a
system of reaction as follows:
CYCLE 1:Homogeneous Euler equations
PDEs : Ut + F(U)x = 0 (3.12)
IC : U(x, tn) = Un
BC : vacuum at one side
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CYCLE 2:ODE system for reaction and compaction
ODEs :
d
dt
U = S(U) (3.13)
IC : U¯n+1
where U¯n+1 is the solution of (3.12) and the solution of (3.13) is Un+1.
To solve these systems, we chose a series of algorithms which are well known
and well described in numerous literatures so that the detailed repetition of
describing these methods in this paper would not appropriate. However
we emphasize how to use these algorithms for given non-ideal equation of
states and how to relate these algorithms to other methods for better way
to compute in the case of multi-time reaction time scales. Therefore we
minimize the description of algorithms existing in literatures but present a
global structure of solver and extensions for non-ideal EOS and G-scheme
related to splitting method.
3.3 Numerical Riemann Solver
3.3.1 Riemann Problem
In this section, we introduce the Riemann problem and numerical Riemann
solver. For homogeneous one dimensional reactive Euler equations, the Rie-
mann problem is an initial-value problem of a conservations law
∂U
∂t
+
∂F(U)
∂x
= 0 (3.14)
with discontinuous initial data
U(x, 0) =
{
UL if x < 0
UR if x > 0
(3.15)
The U is a vector of conservative variables and the vectors UL and UR are
the constant initial states. The solution of the Riemann problem is a function
of the similarity variable ξ = x/t and consists of constant states separated
by elementary wave.(see [2] for reference) We denote the cell averaged con-
servative values on ith cell by Ui and the Ui+1/2 indicates that the node value
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between cell i and i+ 1 in rest of the thesis.
3.3.2 The Godunov Method
The Godunov method [45, 2] in conservative form is given by
U¯n+1i = U¯
n
i −
∆t
∆x
[
Fi+1/2 − Fi−1/2
]
(3.16)
where Fi+1/2 and Fi−1/2 are numerical inter-cell fluxes and U¯ni is cell average
values.
U¯ni =
1
hi
xi+1/2∫
xi−1/2
U(x, tn)dx (3.17)
Fi+1/2 = F(Ui+1/2(0)) (3.18)
in which Ui+1/2(0) is the exact similarity solution of the Riemann problem
for the initial condition (3.15) for UL = U¯
n
i and UR = U¯
n
i+1.
This is the first order time marching in the computation of solution once
we can define how to compute the flux vector Fi+1/2 at i
th grid point of
computation. We compute these fluxes by the use of approximate Riemann
solver that requires interpolation of cell average vector values as described
below. The MUSCL type and WENO scheme was used to compute the
interpolation. We will discuss the higher-order interpolation schemes in Sec
2.6
3.4 Linearized Riemann Solver for Non-linear
Materials
Solving the Riemann problem with exact solution [2] becomes unreasonably
expensive for non-linear equation. Since most of the materials in real ap-
plications are non-linear, a Riemann solver for a general EOS such as Mie-
Gruneisen form of EOS is required. Roe proposed the linearized approximate
Riemann solver in 1981 [46] for the Euler equation with ideal EOS. Roe solved
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the Riemann problem approximately by introducing the Jacobian matrix.
A(U) =
∂F
∂U
(3.19)
In Roe’s approximate Riemann solver, the Jacobian of the flux (3.19) is
linearized based on an averaged state between UL and UR and a modified
Jacobian A˜(UL,UR) is required to satisfy the conditions
A˜(UL,UR)(UR −UL) = f(UR)− f(UL) (3.20)
A˜(UL,UR)→ ∂f(U¯)
∂U¯
when UL,UR → U¯ (3.21)
The equation (3.20) ensures that the shock jump conditions are satisfied for
the linearized system and the (3.21) guarantees that the exact Jacobian is
recovered in the smooth region of the flow field [2]. For the given initial
constant state UL and UR, the linearized Riemann solver find a solution of
the linearized system
Ut +A(U
∗)Ux = 0 (3.22)
where U∗ is Roe averaged state based on UL and UR. Also the A(U∗) satis-
fies the condition (3.20) and (3.21). In 1987, Glaister [4] extended the scheme
to the solution of the Euler equations in one-dimension for real gases. Roe’s
linearized Riemann solver for the homogeneous case of equation (3.9)(3.10)
can be easily derived by Glaister’s method. The Jacobian of the flux function
can be decomposed as
∂f(U)
∂U
= Jf (U) = RΛR
−1 (3.23)
where R and Λ are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Jf (U)
R˜ = [r˜1, r˜2, r˜3, r˜4] (3.24)
Λ˜ = diag
[
λ˜1, λ˜2, λ˜3, λ˜4
]
(3.25)
From the Roe’s rule (3.20) and (3.21)
f(UR)− f(UL) ≡ ∆f (3.26)
UR −UL ≡ ∆U (3.27)
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Thus
∂f
∂U
∆U = ∆f = RΛR−1∆U = RΛα (3.28)
with
α = R−1∆U (3.29)
This condition is equivalent to the following two conditions.
Rα = ∆U (3.30)
∆f = R = Λα (3.31)
Now we can derive R and Λ using these two condition. First the Jacobian
A(U∗) is given by
A(U∗) =

0 1 0 0 0
K1 2u− upeρ peρ
pφ
ρ
pλ
ρ
K2 H − u2peρ u
(
1 + pe
ρ
)
upλ
ρ
upλ
ρ
−uφ φ 0 u 0
−uλ λ 0 0 u

(3.32)
where
K1 = c
2 − u2 − pe
ρ
(H − u2)− φpφ
ρ
− λpλ
ρ
(3.33)
K2 = u
(
c2 −H − pe
ρ
(H − u2)− φpφ
ρ
− λpλ
ρ
)
(3.34)
H = e+
1
2
u2 +
p
ρ
(3.35)
c2 = pρ +
ppe
ρ2
(3.36)
The subscripts denote partial derivatives of p and x˜ denotes the Roe averaged
value of variable x. The eigenvalue of the Jacobian are
(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, µ5) = ((u− c), u, (u+ c), u, u) (3.37)
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A right eigenvector matrix R corresponding to these eigenvalues can be cho-
sen as:
R = [R1,R2,R3,R4,R5] (3.38)
=

1 1 1 0 0
u− c u u+ c 0 0
H − uc H − p/ρ− ρpρ
pe
H + uc −pφ
pe
−pλ
pe
φ φ φ 1 0
λ λ λ 0 1
 (3.39)
where the column vector Ri of R is the right eigenvector corresponding to
the ith eigenvalues µi shown in equation (3.37).
∆U =
5∑
i=1
α˜iR˜
i = R~α (3.40)
∆F =
5∑
i=1
α˜iλ˜iR˜
i (3.41)
9 equations and 9 unknowns: ρ, u, e, φ, λ, pe, pρ, pφ, pλ Including the con-
straint regarding to ∆p, we have a system of 10 equations:
∆(ρ) = α1 + α2 + α3 (3.42)
∆(ρu) = (u− c)α1 + uα2 + (u+ c)α3 (3.43)
∆(ρE) = (H − cu)α1 + (H − pv − ρc
2
pe
)α2 (3.44)
+(H + uc)α3 − Φ[α4, α5]
∆(ρφ) = φ∆ρ+ α4 (3.45)
∆(ρλ) = λ∆ρ+ α5 (3.46)
∆(ρu2 + p) = (u− c)2α1 + u2α2 + (u+ c)2α3 (3.47)
∆((ρE + p)u) = (H − cu)(u− c)α1 + (H − pv − ρc
2
pe
)uα2 (3.48)
+(H + uc)(u+ c)α3 − uΦ[α4, α5]
∆(ρuφ) = φ∆(ρu) + uα4 (3.49)
∆(ρuλ) = λ∆(ρu) + uα5 (3.50)
∆p = pe∆e+ pρ∆ρ+ pφ∆φ+ pλ∆λ, (3.51)
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where Φ[α4, α5] =
pφ
pe
α4 +
pλ
pe
α5.
The averaged values given by B Glaister [4] are still applicable for our
porous reactive system as follow:
ρ˜ =
√
ρRρL (3.52)
H˜ =
√
ρLHL +
√
ρRHR√
ρL +
√
ρR
(3.53)
u˜ =
√
ρLuL +
√
ρRuR√
ρL +
√
ρR
(3.54)
But then we can show that two quantities φ and λ are also completely de-
termined by the last four equations as follows:
φ˜ =
√
ρLφL +
√
ρRφR√
ρL +
√
ρR
(3.55)
λ˜ =
√
ρLλL +
√
ρRλR√
ρL +
√
ρR
(3.56)
These results lead to additional relations:
∆(ρφ) = ρ∆(φ) + φ∆ρ, and ∆(ρλ) = ρ∆(λ) + λ∆ρ, (3.57)
so that we have
α4 = ρ∆φ and α5 = ρ∆λ, (3.58)
With additional two quantities φ and λ, the description of wave strength
given by B Glaister [4] are now as follows: The wave strength vector αi for
our system are given by
α1 =
1
2c2
(∆p− ρc∆u) (3.59)
α2 = ∆ρ− ∆p
c2
(3.60)
α3 =
1
2c2
(∆p+ ρc∆u) (3.61)
α4 = ρ∆φ (3.62)
α5 = ρ∆λ, (3.63)
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The partial derivatives are computed as follows: for i = j = ρ, e, φ, λ,
pi =
1
8
(
∑
j 6=i
p[iR : j]−
∑
j 6=i
p[iL : j])/∆i if ∆i > 0 (3.64)
=
1
8
∑
j
∂p
∂i
[i : j] otherwise iR = iL = i (3.65)
so that this approximation of derivatives insure that ∆p =
∑
i 6=u pi∆i. Fi-
nally, the flux at the interface can be written as:
Fi+1/2 =
1
2
(F(UL) + F(UR))− 1
2
∑
i
∣∣∣λ˜i∣∣∣αiR˜i (3.66)
In next section, instead of piecewise constant of conservative variables for
given averaged vector U¯, which is first-order accurate, we will extend UL
and UR to higher-order by higher-order data reconstruction techniques such
as MUSCL-type and WENO approximation.
3.5 Higher-order Interpolation Schemes for the
Riemann Solver
Instead of using the piecewise constant data such as the first-order Godunov
method, for given averaged vector U¯, we reconstruct UL and UR to extend
the scheme to higher order method in this section. In this thesis, Mono-
tone Upstream-Centered Scheme for conservation law (MUSCL) type and
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes were used to achieve
higher order of accuracy. Van Leer [47, 48, 49] introduced the idea of modi-
fying the piece wise constant data in the first order Godunov method, which
is known as the MUSCL or Variable extrapolation approach.[2] The MUSCL
approach constrained the reconstruction to avoid spurious oscillations and
gives higher-order of accuracy obtained by data reconstruction. We present
one of the MUSCL-type schemes, namely the MUSCL-Hancock method in
section 3.5.1.
WENO reconstruction method is based on ENO(essentially non-oscillatory)
schemes(see [50] for reference) which were first introduced by Harten, En-
gquist, Osher and Chakravarthy. WENO is more recent attempt to improve
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upon ENO [22, 21]. To apply the WENO reconstruction approach in the
Riemann solver, the finite volume formulation of WENO scheme is required.
For finite volume formulation, WENO reconstructs each of the components
of U¯ separately. This produces the left and right values at the cell interface
which were used to build the Riemann solver. In section 3.5.2 we briefly
introduce its algorithmic steps.
3.5.1 The MUSCL-Hancock Method
The MUSCL-Hancock Method(MHM) by Van Leer and S.Hancock approach
achieves a second order extension of the Godunov first order upwind method.
The MHM is composed of three main steps. The first step of MHM is
Data Reconstruction as presented in Toro [2]. In each computational cell
[xi−1/2, xi+ 1/2] the cell averaged values Ui are replaced by piece-wise linear
functions. These boundary extrapolated values UR and UL are:
URi = U¯
n
i +
1
2
∆i (3.67)
ULi = U¯
n
i −
1
2
∆i (3.68)
where Uni is cell average values (3.17) and ∆i is the slope vector [2]. To
avoid spurious oscillation that occurs in the vicinity of strong gradients, we
use TVD(Total Variation Diminishing) constraint version of the scheme. In
the TVD version of the scheme the limited slopes ∆i are replaced by limited
slopes ∆¯i. Here we use one of a well-defined approach [51, 52, 2]
∆¯i =
{
max
[
0,min
(
β∆i−1/2,∆i+1/2
)
,min
(
∆i−1/2, β∆i+1/2
)]
, ∆i+1/2 > 0
max
[
0,max
(
β∆i−1/2,∆i+1/2
)
,max
(
∆i−1/2, β∆i+1/2
)]
, ∆i+1/2 > 0
(3.69)
Where the parameter β leads the MINMOD flux limiter (β = 1) and SU-
PERBEE flux limiter (β = 2). In the next step, the boundary extrapolated
values in (3.67) and (3.68) are evolved by a time 1
2
∆t which is given by
U˜Ri = U
R
i −
1
2
∆t
∆x
[
F (URi )− F (ULi )
]
(3.70)
U˜Li = U
L
i −
1
2
∆t
∆x
[
F (URi )− F (ULi )
]
(3.71)
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As a final step of MHM, we solve the conventional Riemann problem with
the values U˜Ri and U˜
L
i to compute the numerical inter-cell flux Fi+1. The
conventional Riemann problem in the local coordinate system can be defined
as
PDE : Ut + F (U)x = 0
IC : U(x, 0) =
{
U˜Ri for x < 0
U˜Li+1 for x > 0
(3.72)
Here the point x = 0 is equivalent to xi+1/2 in the global coordinate system.
The inter-cell flux Fi+1/2 is now computed by first order Godunov method as
follow
Fi+1/2 = F (Ui+1/2(x/t)) = F (Ui+1/2(0)) (3.73)
3.5.2 WENO Reconstruction
WENO schemes are based on ENO schemes which were first introduced by
Harten et al. [50]. ENO schemes provide uniformly high order accurate right
up to the discontinuity by adaptively choosing the stencil based on the ab-
solute values of divided difference. [20] WENO schemes use a convex com-
bination of all candidate stencils instead of just one as in the ENO schemes
for 1D. [21] In this subsection we describe WENO reconstruction procedure.
Given the cell averages U¯i for each i-th cell, we compute reconstructed val-
ues at the cell boundaries, denoted by U+i+1/2 and U
−
i−1/2 using k candidate
stencils. This approximation leads (2k−1)-th order reconstruction. Suppose
we have the k candidate stencils
Sr(i) = {xi−r, · · · , xi−r+k−1} , r = 0, · · · , k − 1 (3.74)
Instead of using only one of the candidate stencils to from the reconstruction,
we use k different reconstructions to the value Ui+1/2 according to
U
(r)
i+1/2 =
k−1∑
j=0
crj v¯i−r+j, r = 0, · · · , k − 1 (3.75)
U
(r)
i−1/2 =
k−1∑
j=0
c˜rj v¯i−r+j, r = 0, · · · , k − 1 (3.76)
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where constant crj is given by Table 2.1 The WENO reconstruction take a
r j=0 j=1 j=2
-1 11/6 -7/6 1/3
0 1/3 5/6 -1/6
1 -1/6 5/6 1/3
2 1/3 -7/6 11/6
Table 3.1: The constant crj, c˜rj = cr−1,j [7]
convex combination of (3.75) as a new approximation to the cell boundary
value U(xi+1/2).
U−i+1/2 =
k−1∑
r=0
wrU
(r)
i+1/2 = U(xi+1/2) +O(∆x
2k−1) (3.77)
U+i−1/2 =
k−1∑
r=0
w˜rU
(r)
i−1/2 = U(xi−1/2) +O(∆x
2k−1) (3.78)
The weights wr are given by
wr =
αr∑k−1
s=0 αs
, w˜r =
α¯r∑k−1
s=0 α¯s
r = 0, · · · , k − 1 (3.79)
where
αr =
dr
(+ βr)2
, α˜r =
d˜r
(+ βr)2
, r = 0, · · · , k − 1 (3.80)
In the (3.80) the constants dr for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 are given by
d0 = 1, k = 1; (3.81)
d0 =
2
3
, d1 =
1
3
, k = 2; (3.82)
d0 =
3
10
, d1 =
3
5
, d2 =
1
10
k = 3 (3.83)
d˜r = dk−1−r (3.84)
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The smooth indicators βr for k=3 is given by
β0 =
13
12
(v¯i − 2v¯i+1 + v¯i+2)2 + 1
4
(3v¯i − 4v¯i+1 + v¯i+2)2 (3.85)
β1 =
13
12
(v¯i−1 − 2v¯i + v¯i+1)2 + 1
4
(v¯i−1 − v¯i+1)2
β2 =
13
12
(v¯i−2 − 2v¯i−1 + v¯i)2 + 1
4
(v¯i−2 − 4v¯i−1 + 3v¯i)2
3.6 Numerical Experiment: Numerical Riemann Solver
In this section, we test the numerical Riemann solver presented in section
3.2∼3.5. A simple Riemann problem which is a mild test named Sod test
[2, 53], blast-wave problem [9] and Reactive Euler equations are selected to
test the robustness of our numerical code. We assumed ideal gas behavior in
all three test cases.
3.6.1 Simple Riemann Problem, Sod test problem
The Sod test problem [53] is a very mild test and its solution consists of a
left rarefaction, a contact and a right shock. The initial data in terms of
primitive variables are:
(ρ, u, p) =
{
(1.0, 0.0, 1.0) if x < 0.5
(0.125, 0.0, 0.1) if x > 0.5
(3.86)
Fig 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 shows solution profiles for density, velocity and pressure
at time t = 0.25. The solid line and discrete data represents exact and
approximate solution respectively. The solution profiles of left column is
first order (Godunov) and right column is second order (MHM) in space.
In Fig 3.4, we compare higher-order data reconstruction method MUSCL-
Hancock and WENO interpolation scheme. The Sod Test problem was used
with 100 number of nodes. As shown in the figure, WENO interpolation has
better accuracy in the vicinity of discontinuities.
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Figure 3.1: Sod test: solution profile for density at t=0.25. 1st order
Godunov(Left), MUSCL-Hancock(Right)
Figure 3.2: Sod test: solution profile for velocity at t=0.25. 1st order
Godunov(Left), MUSCL-Hancock(Right)
Figure 3.3: Sod test: solution profile for pressure at t=0.25. 1st order
Godunov(Left), MUSCL-Hancock(Right)
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Figure 3.4: MHM vs. WENO, WENO interpolation has better accuracy in
the vicinity of discontinuities (Sod Test problem, Section 3.6.1)
3.6.2 Woodward Colella blast-wave problem
This blast-wave problem to test the robustness of numerical methods was
suggested by Woodward and Colella (1984). This problem is tested by Toro
[9] for his HLLC Riemann solver. Here we test the same problem with our
Roe-WENO algorithm. This is an ideal, one-dimensional Euler equations
with γ = 1.4 in a domain of unit length simulating a shock tube with two
diaphragms placed at z = 0.1 and z = 0.9. The initial data consists of three
constant states given by:
ρleft = 1, Uleft = 0, Pleft = 1000.0,
ρmiddle = 1, Umiddle = 0, Pmiddle = 0.01
ρright = 1, Uright = 0, Pright = 100.0.
The computer simulation of this problem using our method shows the
comparable result to the result by Toro where he used HLLC method. The
result in figure 3.5 shows the solution computed using our method at time
0.028 units in a grid of 3000 computing cells. This result confirms that
our combination of methods can be an accurate for solving shock related
problems.
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Figure 3.5: Woodward problem [9] exact solution (solid line) and Our
solution (circled data)
3.6.3 Reactive Euler Equations for ideal gas with no Vacuum
region
Now we include a finite reaction rate. This model usually called the Zeldovich-
von Neumann Doering (ZND) model. We assume the case of perfect gas
where its equation of state is given by
p = ρ(γ − 1)(e+ λQ) (3.87)
where
γ = 3.0
q = 4.5156MJ/kg
In this test, a typical hypothetical solid explosive (used by Fickett and Rivard
[25]) was used. At time t = 0 the computational domain 0 mm < x < 20 mm
consists of two separated region. Where x < 10mm is considered as hot spot
zone and where x > 10mm is ambient state.
ρ0 = 1600kg/m
3
Dcj = 8500m/s
Pcj = 28.9GPa
The rate function is given by
rλ =
dλ
dt
= k(
p
pcj
)n(1− λ)ν
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with
k = 5.0, n = 3.0, ν = 0.5
Figure 3.6: Pressure field, x-t plot (a)axis1D(Finite Difference)
(b)RVFlow1D(Riemann Solver)
Figure 3.7: Comparing solution profiles (pressure[Gpa]) for code validation
The example was used for our code validation. For comparison, the Roe
approximation with piecewise constant data, which is 1st order accurate,
was used to compare the results with the finite difference code (used 5th
order WENO scheme). It’s capability has already been proven in previous
work [14]. Figure 3.6, 3.7 shows x-t plot and solution profiles of pressure
respectively.
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3.7 Vacuum Riemann Problem(VRP)
The approximation of gas flow with a gas-vacuum boundary may give rise
to severe difficulties in the numerical scheme. Existing numerical approxi-
mation of Euler equation at vacuum boundary generally fails because of the
continuum assumption of velocity and pressure at the interface. Along with
that the simulation often fails near gas-vacuum boundary because of zero
density in the mathematical model of equation of state. Therefore, we need
special method to calculate the material velocity of vacuum-material inter-
face accurately. In this section, we introduce the Vacuum Tracking Method
proposed by C.D.Munz [5]. Munz proposed an approximate method for com-
puting a flux of gas-vacuum interface using the information of movement of
gas-vacuum boundary and derive tracking algorithm based on the exact so-
lution of the vacuum Riemann problem together with the case of perfect gas
in his paper [5]. In the first part of this section, we give a brief description of
the vacuum Riemann problem and Munz’s tracking method and extend the
algorithm for the real gas with a general EOS of the form p = p(ρ, e, φ, λ)
(see Section 3.9).
The structure of the solution of vacuum Riemann problem is different from
that of the convectional Riemann problem. [2] Concerning the admissible
elementary waves present in the structure of the solution of the Riemann
problem including the vacuum state, an important observation is that a shock
wave cannot be adjacent to a vacuum region. Consider the vacuum Riemann
problem; left non-vacuum constant state WL = (ρL, uL, pL) and right vacuum
state W0 = (ρ0, u0, p0) at the initial time t = 0, where ρ0 = 0. Assume these
states are connected by a discontinuity of speed S. According to Rankine-
Hugoniot conditions,
ρLuL − ρ0u0 = S(ρL − ρ0) (3.88)
ρLu
2
L + pL − (ρ0u20 + p0) = S(ρLuL − ρ0u0) (3.89)
uL(EL + pL)− u0(E0 + p0) = S(EL − E0) (3.90)
As E0 = 0 and assuming u0 to be finite, manipulation of the equation
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(3.88),(3.89) and (3.90) gives
uL = u0 = S, pL = p0 (3.91)
This implies that a shock wave cannot be adjacent to a region of vacuum,
pL = p0. In order to determine the solution of the Riemann problem admit-
ting regions of vacuum it is necessary to make some statements regarding
pressure p and sound speed a. This is done by specifying an equation of
state.
p = p(ρ) (3.92)
subject to the following condition
p(0) = 0, p′(0) = 0, p′(ρ) > 0, p′′(ρ) > 0 (3.93)
Thus from now on we denote the vacuum state by
W0 = (ρ0, u0, p0)
T ≡ (0, u0, 0)T (3.94)
The u0 is the speed of the boundary between the material and the vacuum
region.
Figure 3.8: Solution of a Vacuum Riemann Problem
The initial data of the case shown in Figure 3.8 is
W(x, 0) =
{
WL 6= W0 for x < 0
W0(vacuum) for x > 0
(3.95)
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where
WL = (ρL, uL, pL)
T and W0 = (0, u0, 0)
T (3.96)
Here, across the contact ∆u = ∆p = 0.
Consider the situation with the presence of vacuum in the right state(x >
0). In the vacuum region, the conserved variables are zero so that the sound
velocity and pressure will also be zero. Therefore the initial condition can be
written as
U(x, 0) =
{
(ρl,ml, el) for x < 0
(0, 0, 0) for x > 0
(3.97)
The Euler equations with the initial condition (3.97) is called the Vacuum
Riemann Problem. Its solution can be obtained as a limit of the solution of
the usual Riemann problem in section 3.3
The contact discontinuity wave travels with the local fluid velocity and
establishes the interface between the right and left materials. Hence the
right wave in 3.8 disappears in the vacuum. Furthermore, the pressure p∗
has to be constant across the contact and is identical with the pressure in the
vacuum: pr = 0. This means that the contact discontinuity also disappears in
the sense that it coincides with the right boundary of the left wave. Hence,
the left state is connected with the vacuum by one elementary wave only.
This wave cannot be a shock wave because the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions
cannot be satisfied in this case. Consequently, it has to be rarefaction wave.
The solution of is given explicitly by
U(x, 0) =

(ρl,ml, el) for x/t < ul − cl
(ρo,mo, eo) for ul − cl < x/t < ul + 2 clγ−1
(0, 0, 0) for otherwise
(3.98)
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with
mo = ρouo
eo =
po
γ − 1 +
1
2
ρou
2
o
uo =
(γ − 1)ul + 2(x/t+ cl)
γ + 1
ρo =
[
(uo − x/t)2pγl
γpl
] 1
γ−1
po =
(
ρo
ρl
)γ
pl
3.8 Tracking Method of Material-Vacuum Interface
The key feature in Munz’s method that the VRP solution is constructed such
that the consistency with the integral conservation laws and with entropy
condition is established: The constructed VRP solution is given as follow:
w(x, t) =

Ul for x/t < ul − cl
Ulr for ul − cl < x/t < uv
vacuum otherwise
(3.99)
The constant solution is given by
Ulr =
F(Ul)− (ul − cl)Ul
uv − ul + cl (3.100)
From the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, the wave adjacent to vacuum should
be rarefaction wave as discussed by Munz [5]. Our tracking algorithm is
developed by extending Munz’s tracking algorithm for ideal EOS[5] so that
the algorithm can be used for general convex EOS type. Let xnv be the gas-
vacuum boundary at time t = tn located on the interval Ii = (xi, xi+1) as
seen in Figure 3.9 and unv be the velocity of the boundary. Then the vacuum
boundary at time tn+1 can be estimated as follow.
xn+1v = x
n
v + (tn+1 − tn)unv (3.101)
Based on the information of real movement of gas-vacuum boundary, the
tracking method computes the numerical flux of gas-vacuum interface. As
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shown in Figure 3.9, there are two cases we can consider. In first case, the
gas-vacuum boundary at time tn+1 does not across the cell interface i+ 1 so
that the interface lies in the vacuum during the time evolution. Therefore,
the numerical flux will be zero. In the second case, the gas-vacuum boundary
moves across the grid interface i+1 and the numerical flux must be calculated.
Figure 3.9: Tracking of the gas-vacuum boundary for case 1 and 2.[5]
Case I: xn+1v ≤ xi+1/2
Grid interface at xi+1/2 lies in the vacuum
Fi+1/2 = 0 (3.102)
Case II: xn+1v > xi+1/2
The gas-vacuum boundary moves across the grid interface
Fi+1/2 =
uv
uv −min(0, ul − cl)(F(U
n
i )−min(0, ul − cl)Uni ) (3.103)
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or
Fi+1/2 = F(Ul)− 1
∆t
min
[
(ul − cl)∆t, xi+1/2 − xnv
]
Ul
− 1
∆t
max [0, xi+1 − xnv − (ul − cl)∆t]Ulr (3.104)
3.9 Vacuum Riemann Problem for Non-linear
Materials
Now we compute the interface velocity uv for general EOS. The tracking
method is applicable to the non-linear materials. We worked out its extension
for the real gas together with a general EOS of the form p = p(ρ, e, φ, λ).
As we discussed in previous section, the solution of the vacuum Riemann
problem consists of one rarefaction wave connecting the non-vacuum state
with the vacuum. For a rarefaction wave the two data set of local Riemann
problem is connected through a smooth transition in a genuinely non-linear
field. We follow the discussion by Toro [2] to describe the algorithm for the
tracking vacuum interface.
Recall the system (3.38) with the eigenvectors λi and the matrix of eigen-
vectors Ri = (r1n, ..., r
n
n)
T . The consideration of the Generalized Riemann
Invariants for ith eigenvector Ri = (r1n, ..., r
n
n)
T gives the following relations:
du1
ri1
=
du2
ri2
=
du3
ri3
= · · · = dun
rin
(3.105)
The rarefaction wave in our system is associated with the R1 and R3 in
(3.38). Without loss of generality, we may assume that vacuum domain is
on the right hand side of real material domain. The first two relations in
equation (3.106) for the eigenvalue λ1 = u− c gives
dρ
1
=
d(ρu)
u− c =
d(ρE)
H − uc (3.106)
The first equality in equation (3.106) is
du = − c
ρ
dρ (3.107)
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If we integrate (3.107) from left to right state
uR∫
uL
du = −
ρR∫
ρL
c
ρ
dρ (3.108)
As shown in Figure (3.8) ρR = 0 and uR = uI and the uI represents the
velocity of gas-vacuum boundary. Then we have
uI = uL +
ρL∫
0
c
ρ
dρ (3.109)
From the equation (3.106), we have the following relation of differentials of
internal energy and density:
de =
p
ρ2
dρ (3.110)
so that ∂e
∂p
|ρ = 0 along the Riemann invariant. Therefore the sound speed c
along the Riemann invariant is a function of density only:
c2 =
∂p
∂ρ
+
∂e
∂p
p
ρ2
=
dp
dρ
(3.111)
Using integration by parts on (3.109)
uI = uL +
pL
ρL
+
∫ ρL
0
p
ρ
dρ (3.112)
The boundary velocity (3.109) can be calculated by either analytical or nu-
merical way. Suppose equation of state is computed in the form of Mie-
Gruneisen EOS which is given by (3.8)
e(p, v) = es(v) +G(v)(p− ps(v)) (3.113)
= A(v) +G(v)p (3.114)
where A(v) = es(v) − G(v)ps(v). If we substitute (3.113) into (3.110) we
have the following initial value problem:
dp
dρ
=
{
1
Gρ2
− 1
G
(
dG
dρ
)}
p− 1
G
dA
dρ
and p(ρL) = pL (3.115)
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and the resulting solution should satisfy the end condition p(0) = 0. The
solution of this IVP is
p(ρ) =
GL
G
(
pL +
1
GL
∫ ρL
ρ
dA
dr
e
∫ ρL
r
1
s2G
dsdr
)
e−
∫ ρL
ρ
1
r2G
dr (3.116)
Therefore the velocity of vacuum interface is completely determined by
the equation (3.115) and the equation (3.109). But the integration formula
(3.109) is an improper integration because of a singularity in the integration
at zero density. Furthermore the pressure pL and density ρL become zero
around the location of interface. Therefore the expression of pressure given
by equation (3.116) results in a very inaccurate value when the integration
in equation (3.109) is computed numerically. A reasonable procedure of
computing the integration in equation (3.109) can be suggested as follows:
1. Solve the IVP for a number of points {ρi} and let the solutions are {pi}
where ρi+1 < ρ < ρi (in the case of vacuum right state)
2. Use an integration procedure for an integrand with a singularity at an
end point to compute the integration.
3. The integrand at a density value ρ is computed by solving IVP (3.115)
with initial values p(ρi) = pi
Any spline procedure to replace the last procedure above will in general ends
up as erroneous results around zero density.
One important class of EOS in which G(ρ) = 1/ρΓ and Γ is a constant
have a simplified form of pressure function: since e
∫
1
ρ2G
dρ
=
(
ρ
ρL
)Γ
,
p(ρ) =
(
ρ
ρL
)Γ+1(
pL +
∫ ρL
ρ
dA
dr
(ρL
r
)Γ
dr
)
and p(ρ) = pL
(
ρ
ρL
)γ
for ideal EOS (G = 1
ρ(γ−1)). Therefore the equation
(3.115) shows that the following condition should be satisfied to connect the
left state to vacuum state:
dA
dρ
(0) = 0 (3.117)
− 1
GL
∫ ρL
ρ
dA
dr
e
− ∫ rρL 1s2Gdsdr ≤ pL for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρL (3.118)
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dG
dρ
and dA
dρ
is in general computed analytically from the model of Mie-Gruneisen
form of EOS. The followings are some of examples:
name G(v) des(v)/dρ
Ideal v/(γ − 1) 0
Up-Us v0/Γ0
1
2
[
dpref (v)
dv
(v0 − v)− pref (v)
]
− p0
JWL v/Γ0
C1v0
R1
(
−R1
v0
)
e
−R1v
v0 + C2v0
R2
(
−R1
v0
)
e
−R2v
v0
Wide-range v/Γ(v) -
name dps(v)/dρ
Ideal 0
Up-Us
c20[sv−v0(s+1)]
[v0+s(v−v0)]3
JWL C1
(
−R1
v0
)
e
−R1v
v0 + C2
(
−R2
v0
)
e
−R2v
v0
Wide-range -
Table 3.2: Some popular reference EOS functions
Finally, the suggested form of the numerical gas-vacuum interface flux by
Munz [5] is given by (3.103) only if the gas-vacuum boundary across the
computational grid.(i.e xn+1v > xi+1)
Fi+1 =
uI
uI −min(0, uL − cL)(F (U
n
i+1/2)−min(0, uL − cL)Uni+1/2) (3.119)
where
uI = uL +
ρL∫
0
1
ρ
√
p
G
{
1
ρ2
−
(
dG
dρ
)}
− 1
G
dA
dρ
dρ (3.120)
This equation (3.119) with equation (3.120) shows that the velocity of inter-
face and flux are determined by the left hand state only.
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3.10 Numerical Experiment: Vacuum Tracking
Method
3.10.1 A simple gas-vacuum expansion wave
This test shows the simple expansion shown by Munz. The initial condition
with the presence of vacuum region is given by
(ρ, u, p) =
{
(1.0, 0.0, 1
γ−1) if x < 0
Vacuum if x > 0
(3.121)
We generated the solution using first order and second order method and
compared these two. Figure 3.103.11 shows solution profiles expanding into
vacuum region. As we discussed in previous section, it consists of one rar-
efaction wave connecting the non-vacuum state with the vacuum so that the
two initial data set (3.121) is connected through a smooth transition. How-
Figure 3.10: Solution profiles of a simple vacuum Riemann problem with
1st order data reconstruction
ever, the exact tracking of vacuum interface is a hard problem and is in fact
impractical since density and pressure or sound speed tends to zero. Thus
converting from the conservative variables to primitive variables around the
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Figure 3.11: Solution profiles of a simple vacuum Riemann problem with
2nd order MUSCL-Hancock scheme
vacuum interface cannot be accurate in the long run. Nevertheless, the exact
tracking of the vacuum interface is not the first priority for our purpose. In-
stead, we demonstrate in this thesis that the expanded conservative variables
at arbitrary fixed location in initially vacuum region are computed accurately
as shown in the figure 3.12. Figure 3.12 shows the density and pressure as a
function of time at a fixed point x = 0.6. This shows that the accuracy of
computation for estimating the amounts of expanded species into a vacuum
position and it indicates that the required computations for the identifica-
tion of species can be carried out accurately. Therefore, our computational
scheme is exactly what we need for the simulation of tracking and quantifying
ion trajectories in vacuum in the experiment of TOFMS.
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Figure 3.12: The density converges to 0.4 g/cc. Comparison of numerical
result with exact solution
3.11 The G-SCHEME
In general, reacting flow has a wide range of time scales which leads to
stiff ODE system. We described modeling of reacting mechanism in porous
Aluminum and Teflon mixture and its simulation results with reduced kinetic
model in Chapter 2. [14] The intermediate species are created in the middle
of the reaction and will disappear at the end of reaction and generate the final
product. Such a complex reaction problem has wide range of time scale to the
system dynamics so that its computational cost will be expensive in general.
To achieve an efficient simulation of reacting process, we apply multi-scale
asymptotic ’G-scheme’. The G-scheme has been proposed by M.Valorani and
S.Paolucci in 2009 [27] as an effort to achieve model reduction along with the
numerical integration of a set of differential equations. As a part of a research
in the multi-scale chemical reaction simulation, we used the G-scheme and
generated the numerical code named ’GODE’ based on its theory. In this
section, we describe its theory and algorithm. The results obtained by the
implemented code (GODE) will be discussed and the case study considering
complex eigenvalues will be presented.
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3.11.1 Basic concept of the G-scheme
The most important idea of the G-scheme is decomposition of the tangent
space into subspaces characterized by the time scales of comparable magni-
tudes. One can assume that the tangent space Tx can be decomposed as the
direct sum of four subspace as follow.
Tx = E⊕H⊕ A⊕ T (3.122)
Here E,H,A and T indicate Invariant, Slow, Active and Fast subspace respec-
tively. The characteristic time scales are determined by the reciprocal of the
eigenvalues of J of the vector field. Therefore each time scale can be defined
as follow.
0 = λ1 = · · · = λE subspace E (3.123)
|λE+1| 6 · · · 6 |λH−1| subspace H (3.124)
|λH | 6 · · · 6 |λT | subspace A (3.125)
|λT+1| 6 · · · 6 |λN | subspace T (3.126)
Therefore we can order the modes according to the definition of decomposi-
tion
0 = λ1 = · · · = λE < |λE+1| 6 · · · 6 |λH−1| (3.127)
 |λH | 6 · · · 6 |λT |  |λT+1| 6 · · · 6 |λN |
Based on determination of the time scales, we can define slow and fast re-
duced model. We denote slow and fast by subscript s and r respectively. If
we defines Ss = H⊕A and Rr = A⊕T, then (3.122) can be written in terms
of slow or fast reduced model as follow.
Tx = E⊕H⊕ A⊕ T = E⊕ Ss ⊕ Rs = E⊕ Sr ⊕ Rr (3.128)
The G-scheme only solves the evolution of the curvilinear coordinates asso-
ciated with the active subspace A. The active subspace can be defined as
the intersection of Ss and Rr. The variation of the curvilinear coordinates
associated with the subspace H and T are estimated by algebraic corrections
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derived from asymptotics of the original ODEs.
3.11.2 Algorithmic step of the G-scheme
In this section we describe the equations for the evolution in the curvilin-
ear coordinates and also the algebraic corrections derived from asymptotics.
Consider the Cauchy problem and its state vector x(t).
dx(t)
dt
= f(x(t)), x(t0) = x0, t ∈ (t0, tf )] ⊂ R (3.129)
Let τ be τ ∈ Ω ≡ (0,∆t). Then the state vector at time t = tn + τ in
Cartesian coordinates can be written as
x(t) = x(tn) + ∆x(τ) = x(tn) + ∆x
i(τ)ei (3.130)
If we take curvilinear frame of reference defined by a set of orthonormal basis
vectors with corresponding coordinates, attached to the decomposition of the
tangent space in the four subspace for the perturbation vector ∆x(τ) , it can
be written as ∆x = ∆ξiai = ∆ξja
j. Here ai and a
j is orthonormal covariant
and contravariant basis vector respectively. Therefore we can write (3.130)
in terms of curvilinear frame of reference as follow
x(t) = x(tn) + ∆ξ
i(τ)ai (3.131)
Equation (3.131) can be written in combination of slow, active and fast based
on the decomposition we defined previous section. We denote indices that
represent slow, active and fast time scale by h(= E+1, ..., H−1), a(= H, ...T )
and t(= T + 1, ...N) respectively. Then we can recast equation (3.131) using
the decomposition,
(3.132)x(tn+1) = x(tn) + Ah(∆t)∆ξ
h
FF (∆t)
+ Aa(∆t)∆ξ
a(∆t) + At∆t∆ξ
t
SIM(∆t)
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where
∆ξhFF (∆t) = ∆tB
h(tn)
{
I +
1
2
Λhh(x(tn), tn)∆t
}
f(x(tn)) (3.133)
∆ξtSIM(∆t) = − (BnJ(x(tn))At(tn))−1Bt(tn)f(xh(tn)) (3.134)
Λpq(x(tn), τ) ≡ Bp(τ)
(
−dAq(τ)
dτ
+ J(x(tn))Aq(τ)
)
or
(
dBp(τ)
dτ
+Bp(τ)J(x(tn))
)
Aq(τ)
(3.132) is the complete form of the G-scheme. It includes the evolution that
need to be computed(In GODE code, Livermore Solver for Ordinary Differ-
ential Equation(LSODE)[37, 38] is used) which is associate with active sub-
space and correction terms ∆ξhFF (∆t) and ∆ξ
t
SIM(∆t) which can be obtained
by algebraically based on asymptotics of original ODEs. (The subscripts FF
and SIM represent ’Fast Fiber’ and ’Slow Invariant Manifold’) The asymp-
totic treatment in the G-scheme for the slow system (related to the concepts
of a SIM) and the fast system (related to the concept of the bundle of fast
fibers) is motivated by Fenichel’s theorem. [54, 55, 27] As a result of applying
the G-scheme, a number of ODEs evolving active time scale is much smaller
than total number of system dimension and also they are non-stiff because
the fast time scale is not involved in active ODEs. The details of derivation
of equation (3.132)∼(3.134) can be found in [27]
3.11.3 The G-scheme in Complex domain
On the other hand, there are some issue on the G-scheme to address when
a system leads complex eigenvalues. Here we demonstrate a model problem
which has parameters a and b that determines eigenvalues of the system to
illustrate the situations.
d
dt
 XY
Z
 =
 Y−aY − bX
−Z
ε
 (3.135)
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The corresponding eigenvalues of (3.135) is
λ1 = −1
ε
λ2 = −a
2
− 1
2
√
a2 − 4b λ3 = −a
2
+
1
2
√
a2 − 4ba (3.136)
According to the eigenvalues in (3.136) the system can be classified into the
following groups which represent different set of eigenvalues.
• Group 1: Pure Real
a=3, b=1 → λ1 = −1ε , λ2 = −2.6180, λ3 = −0.3820
• Group 2: Complex
a=1, b=1 → λ1 = −1ε , λ2 = −0.5− 0.8660i, λ3 = −0.5 + 0.8660i
• Group 3: Pure imaginary
a=0, b=1 → λ1 = −1ε , λ2 = −i, λ3 = +i
• Group 4: Large imaginary /small(moderate) real parts
a=1, b=100 → λ1 = −1ε , λ2 = −0.5− 9.9875i, λ3 = −0.5 + 9.9875i
To illustrate the solution behavior in each cases, we compare exact and com-
puted solutions obtained by the G-scheme. Figure 3.13 shows that the so-
lution trajectories of model problem in case 1 and 2. As shown in Fig.3.13,
the current G-scheme code (GODE) provide proper solution with real or
small eigenvalues. In Fig.3.13(b) and (d), the blue dot indicates computed
solutions so that we can verify that the computational time step varies with
the characteristic of stiffness of the system. However, in the case 3 and 4
which has large imaginary part and small or moderate real parts, the solu-
tion diverges at some point. As shown in Fig.3.14(right), solution in X-Y
plane blows up at the very last moment. We can find where this errors come
from in Fig.3.15. The figure 3.15 shows the distribution of the slow and fast
subspaces during the evolution. In both Fig.3.14 and 3.15, we can see that
the solution diverges corresponding to when the active subspace becomes
one(DH = DT = 1). As a result, the pairs of complex conjugate lie on the
different subspaces. Since they have same magnitude, the pairs of complex
conjugate have to stay in the same subspace in the G-scheme method. To
fix this problem we force time scale DH and DT to abide by the principle for
complex eigenvalues as follow
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Figure 3.13: (a)Case 1:Exact Solution (b)Case 1:GODE Solution (c)Case
2:Exact Solution (d)Case 2: GODE Solution
If DH = 1, or wi(DH) = 0, Return[DH ]
If DT = NDIM, or wi(DT ) = 0, Return[DT ]
If |wi(DH)| − |wi(DH − 1)| = 0, DH = DH − 1;
If |wi(DT )| − |wi(DT + 1)| = 0, DT = DT + 1;
where wi(subspace) is the vector of imaginary part of eigenvalue and NDIM
is the total number of system dimension. Figure 3.16 shows the solution with
forced time scales for a pair of complex eigenvalues in case 4. Similarly the
case 3 which has pure imaginary eigenvalues also diverges without slow/fast
subspace correction and it can be fixed with the same correction method.
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Figure 3.14: Solution Trajectories of Case 4; (a) exact solutions with
various initial points, (b)exact and computed solution in X-Y plane
Figure 3.15: Distribution of slow and fast time scale of case 4 obtained by
GODE without time scale correction
Figure 3.16: Case 4 with forced time scales for a pair of complex
eigenvalues (a)solution trajectories (b)slow and fast time scale
3.12 Numerical Experiment: Simple Kinetic Problems
with the G-scheme
In this section, we verify the G-scheme with some example problems. Im-
plementation of the G-scheme has been conducted in FORTRAN code. As
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Figure 3.17: Solution trajectories of case 3 (a)exact and GODE solution
without time scale correction (b)exact and GODE solution with forced time
scale for a pair of complex eigenvalues
a test problems we choose the Semenov ODE problem [27] and a 3 species
kinetic problem [28]
3.12.1 A planar ODE
(3.137) shows the Semenov ODE problem with the feature of stiff explo-
sive/dissipative nonlinear behavior.
dy
dt
= ε−1f(y, z) y(0) = 5 (3.137)
dz
dt
= g(y, z) z(0) = 2
where
f(y, z) = −g(y, z)− δy
g(y, z) = −z exp( y
1 + βy
)
with parameter β = 0.21, δ = 1.0‘, and ε = 10−3.
The left figure in Fig.3.18 shows the trajectory of exact solution (red line) and
computed trajectory (blue dot). The right figure shows distribution of the
time scales. As shown in Fig.3.18 solution starts from the initial point and
follows the fast fiber until it meets the slow invariant manifold. Along the
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Figure 3.18: Solution trajectories(left) and Distribution of time scale(right);
Exact Solution (Red line), G-scheme(Blue dot)
fast fiber, the system is dominated by fast time scale since H = T = 2 which
also means the dynamics is effectively one-dimensional. After first turning
point, solution follows the slow invariant manifold and now it is controlled
by the slow time scale since H = T = 1 so that the system is one-dimensional
again.
3.12.2 Three species kinetic problem
In the second test problem, we consider the three species reaction problem
featuring stiff chemical kinetics mechanics[3].
d
dt
 XY
Z
 =
 −
5X
ε
− XY
ε
+ Y Z + 5Y
2
ε
+ Z
ε
−X
10X
ε
− XY
ε
− Y Z − 10Y 2
ε
+ Z
ε
+ Z
XY
ε
− Y Z − Z
ε
+X
 (3.138)
As shown in Fig.3.19, solution trajectory with any initial point experiences
a fast initial transient and finally attracted toward slow invariant manifold.
During which the fast time scales exhausted and subsequently it vanished,
G-scheme effectively reduced the total dimension of the system.
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Figure 3.19: Solution trajectories obtained by (a) Computational Singular
Perturbation(CSP) method [3] and (b) Gscheme-GODE; Exact Solution
(line), Approximation(dots)
3.12.3 1D approximate Riemann Solver with the G-scheme
In this section, we demonstrate how the G-scheme is applied to approximate
Riemann solver. The same example in Section 2.3, energetic flow motion in
the reaction of Aluminum-Teflon mixture was used but this time we used
approximate Riemann solver together with the splitting scheme and the G-
scheme was used for the ODE solver. The ODE system is same as in equation
(3.13).
ODEs :
d
dt
U = S(U) (3.139)
IC : U¯n+1
where U¯n+1 is the solution of (3.12) and S(U) = [0, 0, 0, ρrφ, ρrλ]
T . The rφ
and rλ is compaction and reaction rate function respectively. Figure 3.20
shows how the G-scheme detect its active dimension in this ODE system.
The black and white region of the figure 3.20 represents the number of active
dimension. (Black:Active dim=1, White:Active dim=2). In this example,
as initial impact generate large pressure gradient (Fig. 3.20(B)), the active
dimension in the G-scheme becomes two. This implies the system is stiff in
this region as shown in Fig. 3.20 (B) The active dimension in the G-scheme
reduced to one when its gradient getting smaller so that the G-scheme solve
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only one equation and correct the error generating from the reduction of
dimension using asymptotic method. In this example a total number of
(A) (B)
Figure 3.20: (A)Active Dimension, white:Active Dimension=2, black:Active
dimension =1 (B)Corresponding solution profiles, pressure
dimensions of the system is not large enough to shows an efficiency of the
method but we expect that it will provide better efficiency when the system
becomes large. Suppose we use full reaction mechanism of Aluminum-Teflon
(TABLE A.1, Appendix A) instead of using the modeling of scalar reaction
rate λ. In this case, the dimension of the system is 35 and also the system
is very stiff as we discussed in chapter 2. This work will be shown elsewhere
in the future.
3.13 The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian(ALE)
Method
The ALE method is a standard numerical approach for solving large strain
deformation problems. [29, 30, 31]Using the ALE method can prevent severe
computational mesh distortion of the pure Lagrangian method by smoothing
the mesh(rezoning) and also the variable quantities is conserved on the new
mesh by the remapping phase of the ALE which is important aspect of the
simulations of a chemical reaction. Therefore a numerical simulation of det-
onation wave resulting from chemical reactions can be effectively performed
by ALE method. Even though the ALE scheme is not included in our cur-
rent numerical approach, we introduce 1D ALE scheme in this thesis as one
of a future numerical strategy and present the simple example (1D viscous
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Burgers’ Equation, Riemann problem).
The method provides better moving boundaries and conservation of mass,
momentum and total energy compared to Eulerian method. There are three
main stages, Lagrangian, Rezoning and Remapping in the ALE algorithm.
We adopted Reference Jacobian rezoning strategy [32][33] for rezoning and
conservative linearity and bound preserving interpolation method [35] for
remapping.
3.13.1 Viscous Burgers’ Equation
Consider the one dimensional Burgers’ equation in Eulerian form
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
= ε
∂2u
∂x2
t ∈ (0, T ) (3.140)
where ε 1 We can express (3.140) as characteristic form. From a particle
trajectory of flow which can be defined as x′(t) = u(x(t), t) and definition of
material derivative the left hand side of (3.140) can be written as follow.
∂
∂t
u(x(t), t) + x′(t) · ∂
∂x
u(x(t), t) =
d
dt
u(x(t), t) (3.141)
Therefore, we can recast (3.140) as following form
du
dt
= ε
∂2u
∂x2
(3.142)
Finally, we can write Burgers’ equation in conservative Lagrangian form as
follow.
d
dt
(
∂x
∂ξ
u
)
− ∂
∂ξ
(
u2
2
)
= ε
∂
∂ξ
(
∂u
∂x
)
(3.143)
3.13.2 Lagrangian Stage
In the Lagrangian phase of ALE method, the computational mesh moves with
fluid according to some approximation of characteristics. The Lagrangian
stages is conservative in mass, momentum and total energy. Define mesh
step as hni+1/2 = x
n
i+1 − xni and the center of mesh xni+1/2 =
(
xni+1 + x
n
i
)
/2.
We use cell centered value u¯ni+1/2 for an approximation of the exact mean
value so that nodal velocity uni can be obtained by linear interpolation of cell
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centered values.
uni =
hn
i− 1
2
u¯n
i+ 1
2
− hn
i+ 1
2
u¯n
i− 1
2
hn
i− 1
2
+ hn
i+ 1
2
(3.144)
Then the discretization form of (3.143) can be written as
hn+1
i+ 1
2
u¯n+1
i+ 1
2
− hn
i+ 1
2
u¯n
i+ 1
2
∆tn
− 1
2
((
u¯ni+1
)2 − (u¯ni )2) (3.145)
= ε
([
δu¯n
δx
]
i+1
−
[
δu¯n
δx
]
i
)
xn+1i = x
n
i + ∆t
nuni (i = 0, 1 · · · ,M,M + 1) (3.146)
where
∆tn = tn+1 − tn (3.147)[
δu¯n
δx
]
i
=
u¯n
i+ 1
2
− u¯n
i− 1
2
0.5
(
hn
i+ 1
2
+ hn
i− 1
2
) (3.148)
3.13.3 Rezoning Stage: Reference Jacobian Strategy
Since the mesh moves with the flow, it can be deformed and tangled at
some point. To fix mesh tangling problem and alleviate large deformation,
the phase of mesh rezoning is necessary. We use Reference Jacobian rezone
strategy [32]. First we construct Jacobian in terms of Reference Jacobian
(RJ) and a global functional [56] that measures the difference between the
RJ and rezoned Jacobian. Since the Jacobian in 1D is hni+1/2 = x
n
i+1 −
xni , we can define the first reference Jacobian using nearest neighbors and
second reference Jacobian with virtual movement of node i+1 inside the
patch consisting of cells i+1/2 and i+3/2 such as.
hr,ni+1/2,i =
(
hni+1/2 + h
n
i−1/2
)
/2 (3.149)
hr,ni+1/2,i+1 =
(
hni+1/2 + h
n
i+3/2
)
/2 (3.150)
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Therefore the global functional is.
F ({x˜ni }) =
∑
cells

[(
x˜ni+1 − x˜ni
)− hr,ni+1/2,i]2(
x˜ni+1 − x˜ni
)
/hr,ni+1/2,i
+
[(
x˜ni+1 − x˜ni
)− hr,ni+1/2,i+1]2(
x˜ni+1 − x˜ni
)
/hr,ni+1/2,i+1

(3.151)
We can obtain the rezoned grid by minimizing the functional equation (3.151)
over the entire grid. The minimization can be accomplished by the optimiza-
tion procedure. [32, 56] The procedure is iterative and starts with initial
mesh which is assumed to be in a feasible region. First we calculate the
initial search direction p0 = −(∆F )0. The gradient of the objective function
can be approximated numerically. We define step length αk along with search
direction and obtain a substantial reduction of the objective function by line
search method. The iteration process ends successfully when the objective
function is reduced enough or the maximum component of gradient of the
objective function is smaller than user specified tolerance.
→ αk < tolerance(∼ 1.0−12)
→ max {∆Fi} < tolerance(∼ 1.0−6)
If the iteration counter is denoted by k, the optimization procedure is demon-
strated as follow.
1. Get step length αk by the line search method with the search direction p
k
2. If αk > 0 then update the mesh, objective function and the search direction
for next iteration k + 1
xk+1 = xk + αkpk
F k+1 = F (xk+1) (3.152)
pk+1 = −(∆F )k+1 + βkpk
3. Check the iteration conditions and go back to step 1
The βk can be obtained by the Fletcher Reeves formula
βk =
||(∆F )k+1||2
||(∆F )k||2 (3.153)
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The line search algorithm find a length αk along the search direction pk that
satisfies the condition which allows a substantial reduction of the objective
function. The function along the vector pk is defined by φ(α) = F (xk +αpk).
Initially, we set the direction vector pk to point the direction of decreasing φ:
If φ
′
(0) > 0 Then pk = −pk
where φ
′
= dφ/dα. Let α0 = 0. We say a non-negative value α is feasible
value if α ≤ 1.0 and (x+αpk)i < (x+αpk)i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Let α1(≤ 1.0) be
the smallest feasible value. If dφ
dα
(α1) < 0 and φ(0) ≥ φ(α1) then that is the
smallest value and the search is done. So in other case, initially φ
′
(α0) < 0
and φ
′
(α1) > 0. The line search algorithm computes a feasible α0 so that
φ(α0) = min
0≤α≤1.0
φ(α)
The algorithm consists of the following steps that are repeated until the
condition of EXIT satisfied:
1. α = (α0 + α1)/2
2. If φ
′
(α) < 0 then α0 = α otherwise α1 = α.
3. If |α1 − α0| <  then EXIT.
3.13.4 Remapping Stage: Conservation Linearity and Bound
Preserving Interpolation
Since we have the set of new mesh as a result of mesh rezoning, the solution
obtained by the Lagrangian step need to be interpolated to the new mesh.
Here we use conservative linearity and bound preserving interpolation and
follow its algorithm from [34]. In this section, we demonstrate the method
for the 1D problem. We assume that the data for each cell we obtained
from previous stages are the mass for some density function ρ((x)). In the
remapping stage, we compute the masses m˜i which is u˜i in our 1D Burgers’
problem and mean values of a new mesh. Therefore, we define the mass of
each cell using its density function and corresponding mean value as follows.
mi =
∫
Ci
ρ(x)dS ρ¯i =
mi
|Ci| (3.154)
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where |Ci| is the length of Ci
First, we construct the function ρ(x) on the grid we obtained from previous
step.
ˆρ(x) = ρˆi+1/2 = ρ¯i+1/2 + g
x
i+1/2
(
x− x¯i+1/2
)
(3.155)
where x¯i+1/2 is the centroid of the grid and the gradient g
x
i+1/2 can be eas-
ily obtained by finite difference scheme. To get new masses, we need the
old masses and mass flux between neighboring cells which is denoted by F.
Equation (3.154) and (3.155) represents the new masses and swept region of
mass flux respectively. The total mass is conserved by using flux form.
m˜∗i+1/2 = mi+1/2 + Fi+1 − Fi (3.156)
Fi =
∫
δFi
ρˆi(x)dS (3.157)
where
ρˆi(x) =
{
ρˆi+1/2(x) for |δFi| ≥ 0
ρˆi−1/2(x) for |δFi| < 0
(3.158)
However it is possible that the mean densities in the new cells which is
obtained by (3.154)∼(3.156) is out of local bounds. Therefore we need a
re-distribution(repair) step to fix the out of bound mean densities. First
we set the bound determining neighborhood for each cells and check if the
new mean value is within the range of the bound. If it is out of the bound
we take the mass from the neighbor cells or discharge into the nearest cells.
The details of the algorithm can be found in [6]. Here, we briefly describe
the conservative mass re-distribution. First, choose the bound-determining
neighborhood βi for each cell Ci
ρmini = min
j∈βi
ρ¯j ρ
max
i = min
j∈βi
ρ¯j (3.159)
In the first step of repair procedure, we check the new mean value ¯˜ρi is
within its minimum and maximum range. If it is within the range, we do
nothing. If the new mean value is out of range, we activate repair procedure.
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If
¯˜ρi < ρ
min
i
Then
δmneededi =
(
ρmini − ¯˜ρi
) |C˜i|
If
¯˜ρi > ρ
max
i
Then
δmredundanti = (¯˜ρi − ρmaxi ) |C˜i|
The method has to be conservative so that the required mass has to be taken
from neighboring cells. We need to check how much total mass we can take
from all cells in the neighborhood without violating their lower bounds. Sim-
ilarly, the redundant mass has to be throw away to neighboring cells within
the range of upper bounds
δmavailj = max
(
(¯˜ρj − ρminj )|C˜i|, 0
)
so that the total mass available is
δmavailtotal =
∑
j∈βi
δmavailj
Therefore, if there is enough available mass in neighboring cells
δmneededi ≤ δmavailtotal then the re-distributed mean value ρ¯′i is given by
ρ¯′i =
(
1− δm
needed
i
δmavailtotal
)
ρ¯i +
δmneededi
δmavailtotal
ρminj (3.160)
We can derive new mean value when ρ¯i > ρ
max
i in a similar manner.
ρ¯′i =
(
1 +
δmredundanti
δmavailtotal
)
ρ¯i − δm
redundant
i
δmavailtotal
ρmaxj (3.161)
Once the rezoning and remapping phase is finished, we have rezoned mesh
x˜n and the corresponding remapped mean values ¯˜uni+1/2 and return to the
new Lagrangian step using updated values. The equations for the advanced
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time n+ 1 is as follow
u˜n+1i+1/2 =
h˜ni+1/2
hn+1i+1/2
¯˜uni+1/2 +
∆tt
hn+1i+1/2
(
u˜ni+1
)2 − (u˜ni )2
2
(3.162)
+
ε∆tn
hn+1i+1/2
([
δ ¯˜un
δx
]
i+1
−
[
δ ¯˜un
δx
]
i
)
xn+1i = x˜
n
i + ∆t
nu˜ni (3.163)
hn+1i+1/2 = x
n+1
i+1 − xn+1i (3.164)
The time step ∆tn is determined by following stability condition
∆tn ≤ min
{ |u¯ni+1/2|
hni+1/2
+
2ε
(hni+1/2)
2
}−1
(3.165)
3.13.5 Riemann problem with ALE formulation
In this section, we reformulate ALE scheme to apply Riemann problem. Con-
sider one dimensional non-reacting Euler equation neglecting reaction and
compaction terms.
∂U
∂t
+
∂F(U)
∂x
= 0 (3.166)
where
U =
 ρρu
ρe
 F =
 ρuρu2 + p
(ρe+ p)u
 (3.167)
Let Ω(t) be a control volume confined to the time dependent control surface
Γ(t) with outward unit vector, x(t) be the grid point coordinates and x˙(t)
be the grid velocity field where time is denoted by t. The ALE formulation
of the governing equations in an integral form is:
∂
∂t
∫
Ω(t)
UdΩ +
∮
Γ(t)
F (U,~n, x˙)dΓ = 0 (3.168)
where
U =
 ρρu
ρe
 F =
 ρ(u− x˙)ρ(u− x˙)u+ p
ρe(u− x˙) + pu
 (3.169)
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Using cell-centered finite volume method, we can derive the semi-discrete
form of (3.168)
d
dt
(U¯i) + F (U, xi+1, x˙i+1)− F (U, xi, x˙i) (3.170)
Therefore, the solution of ALE method with Riemann problem is updated
by
U¯n+1i+1/2 =
hni+1/2
hn+1i+1/2
U¯ni+1/2 −
∆t
hn+1i+1/2
[Fi+1 − Fi] (3.171)
where
xn+1/2 =
xn+1 − xn
2
(3.172)
x˙n+1/2 =
xn+1 + xn
∆t
(3.173)
The interface flux is obtained from any type of the Riemann solver such as
Roe approximate method in this thesis.
Fi+1 = F (Ui+1/2, Ui+3/2, x
n+1/2
i+1 , x˙
n+1/2
i+1 ) (3.174)
Fi = F (Ui−1/2, Ui+1/2, x
n+1/2
i , x˙
n+1/2
i ) (3.175)
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3.14 Numerical Experiment: Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian Method
3.14.1 1D Viscous Burgers’ Equation
In this section we show numerical results for viscous Burgers’ equation we
described in the previous section. The method is implemented by FOR-
TRAN code. We use same initial condition U(x) in the reference paper [57].
The trajectories of mesh points and discrete solution of 1D viscous Burgers’
equation obtained by numerical ALE code with RJ rezone scheme is shown
in Fig 3.21 The picture(a) is obtained by pure Lagrangian method and (b)
is obtained by ALE with RJ rezone strategy. As shown in the figures, the
size of mesh cells decrease constantly in the pure Lagrangian case so that
we cannot guarantee the mesh quality. This also makes the time step goes
to zero according to stability condition of time step (3.165). As a result the
computational cost will be expensive as the size of grid diminishes. In Fig
3.21(b) we can see the mesh is smoother than (a) so that it has better mesh
quality. Also it has better computational efficiency associated with the time
step.
3.14.2 Riemann Problem
Here we test the ALE algorithm with Sod test problem. The ALE formulation
for Riemann problem is presented in (3.171). The initial condition of Sod test
problem is given by (3.86). Figure 3.22 shows the solution profiles at time
t=0.1 units. The Reference Jacobian rezoning method was used together with
numerical Riemann solver. Its formulation is described in Section 3.13.5 We
already showed its effectiveness and efficiency in previous example. Likewise,
the mesh trajectories in figure 3.23 shows its distinguishing characteristics.
As shown in the figure the ALE method has better mesh quality than pure
Lagrangian method and it also has better computational efficiency.
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Figure 3.21: Trajectories of mesh points and discrete solutions (t = 0 ∼ 0.8)
of one dimensional Viscous Burgers’ equation with ε = 0.005; (a) pure
Lagrangian method, (b)ALE method with Reference Jacobian rezone
strategy
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Figure 3.22: Solution profiles of SOD test problem, ALE method
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Figure 3.23: Mesh trajectories, SOD test problem, (a)Pure Lagrangian
(b)ALE method
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3.15 Numerical Simulation of Reaction on a solid
material adjacent to a vacuum domain
In this example, we solve a problem of reacting flow of a hypothetical solid
material bounded by vacuum region on the right side. This test case with-
out vacuum interface is shown in the book by Fickett and Davis [25]. The
unreached ideal material occupies the domain x < 30. To generate the det-
onation shock, we start with a Riemann problem at point x = 20.0. The
initial conditions are as follows:
U(x) =

UH if x < 10
U0 if 10 ≤ x < 40
vacuum = (0, 0, 0, 0) otherwise
(3.176)
where UH = (1/vj, Dj/(γ + 1), pcj, 1.0) and U0 = (ρr, 0, 0, 0) and Dj =
8.5 km/sec, Q = 4.5156MJ/kg, , and vj = vrγ/(γ + 1) and vr = 1/ρr =
1/1.6, γ = 3.0. The equation of state for this test is given as an ideal EOS:
e(p, ρ, λ) = p
ρ(γ−1) −Qλ. As seen in the initial data, the interface of vacuum
of this solid does not move until a shock hit the interface since the velocity
maintains zero until the time. The reaction rate is set to
dλ/dt = 5.0
(
p
pcj
)µ
(1− λ)0.5 (3.177)
The solution to this system have a structure of the steady state detonation
before the detonation wave hits the vacuum interface. As described in the
introduction, the detonation shock degenerates to a rarefaction wave quickly
just after it hits the interface as shown in the figure 3.24. The pressure and
density at the interface is zero so that there is no more reaction in the view of
the dependence of reaction rate on the pressure when it becomes zero. This
means that partial reaction (λ < 1.0) is continued at the face. In this model
given by the equation (3.177), the amount of partially reacted species carried
along the interface depends on the parameter µ in the equation. Figure 3.24
shows the expansion processes for µ = 0.1, 1.0 and 3.0. At time t0 = 0,
there is a discontinuity shock shown in the figure. At later time t = 3.37, it
shows a steady state detonation structure with about 50 Gpa pressure at von
Neumann spike. Just after the shock hits the vacuum interface at x = 40mm,
the detonation shock disappears and a rarefaction wave is sent back and the
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figure shows a rarefaction wave is shown at t = 11.25µsec. Figure 3.25 shows
the plot of time sequences of pressure. It shows that the von. Neumann
spike at x = 30mm and then pressure decreases and expanding the material
toward the vacuum.
(A) (B)
Figure 3.24: (A) Pressure profiles at different times (B) Reaction progress
at different times
Figure 3.25: (a) pressure solution at different times (b) x-t plot of pressure
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3.16 Simulation of a simple expansion of product
species, TNT with JWL EOS
In this section, we demonstrate how a product gas expressed a JWL equation
of state expand into vacuum domain. The JWL equation of state is given
by Table 1. The modeled gas is TNT(Density (g/cc) = 1.763) and its JWL
parameter as given by Shyue [58] is given as follow: R1 = 4.6, R2 = 1.35, ω =
0.57, C1(GPa) = 854.5, B(GPa) = 20.5,Γ0 = 0.25, α = 0.
Init =
{
(ρ, u, p, e0)L if 0 < x < 1.0 (mm)
vacuum if 1.0 ≤ x < 2.0 (mm) (3.178)
where (ρ, u, p, e0)L = (1.7 g/cc, 0.0 mm/µsec., 30.0 GPa, 0.0kJ/kg). Figure
3.26 shows its solution profile expanding into vacuum at time t = 0.05µsec.
The extension of vacuum tracking algorithm with Roe scheme for the real
gas together with a general EOS form were used. The higher-order imple-
mentation for the data reconstruction was achieved by using MUSCL-type
and WENO scheme. For time integration, TVD version of Runge-Kutta 3rd
order method [23] was used in this example.
,
Figure 3.26: density, pressure solution profile expanding into vacuum
domain
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3.16.1 Long range test
In section 3.10.1, we have shown that the expanded conservative variables at
arbitrary fixed location in initially vacuum region are computed accurately
in our scheme. In this subsection, we perform the same simulation of a
simple expansion of product species with TNT but on the extended range of
x domain.
Init =
{
(ρ, u, p, e0)L if 0 < x < 100.0 (mm)
vacuum if 100.0 ≤ x < 800.0 (mm) (3.179)
where (ρ, u, p, e0)L is same as (3.178) and we monitored the density and
pressure at arbitrary fixed location x = 780 (mm). In TOFMS experiments,
as shown in the figure 2.9, the particles are monitored at position C and
the simulation of reaction events occurring on the 0.68m length of space
starting fromA toC in the figure 2.9. Therefore, in our numerical simulation,
the initial vacuum interface (x = 100 mm) and the monitoring location
(x = 780 mm) can be considered as the locations A and C in terms of
experiments respectively. Figure 3.28 and 3.29 shows the density converges
to 0.73 g/cc and the pressure converge to 7.4 Gpa as the initial properties
are expanding toward the vacuum region.
Figure 3.27: density profiles expanding into vacuum at time t from t0 to
t = 5ms
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Figure 3.28: The density converges to 0.73 g/cc at x = 780mm
Figure 3.29: The pressure converges to 7.4 GPa at x = 780mm
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we extended the theory developed previously [10] in order to
improve our kinetic model as realistic as possible in carrying out a simulation
of reaction mechanism in porous aluminum and Teflon mixtures. From our
simulation of the hydrodynamic system, Teflon is consumed completely in the
order of hundred picoseconds while aluminum is consumed in the order of 10
nanoseconds. In the consideration of its multi-scale character (due to the fast
rate of reaction of thermal decomposition of C2F3), we introduced a splitting
method into the system of governing equations for our hydrodynamic model
in such a way that the issues of fast and slow time scales in the dynamics
of the system can be treated exclusively in solving for a separate system of
ordinary differential equations.
As a preliminary work for simulating the mass spectroscopic analysis nu-
merically, we developed a complete set of algorithms required for the simu-
lation of 1D hydrodynamic model for reactive flow with general EOS adja-
cent to vacuum interface. Our algorithms are extension of Munz’s algorithm
for general EOS together with linearized approximate Riemann solver. To
achieve higher order implementation for data reconstruction, we used two
separate schemes: MUSCL-Hancock and WENO approximation for the av-
eraged conservative variables and compared the two schemes in section 3.6.1.
By performing several numerical experiments, we have shown that the ex-
act tracking of vacuum interface is a hard problem. In fact it is impractical
since density and pressure or sound speed tends to zero. Thus converting
from the conservative variable to primitive variable around the vacuum in-
terface cannot be accurate in the long run. Nevertheless, the exact tracking
of the vacuum interface is not the first priority for our purpose. Instead,
we demonstrated in this thesis that the expanded conservative variables at
arbitrary fixed location in initially vacuum region are computed accurately,
as seen in the demonstration in section 3.10.1. This computational scheme
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is exactly what we need for the simulation of tracking and quantifying ion
trajectories in vacuum in the experiment of TOFMS.
To achieve an efficient simulation of reacting process, we studied and ap-
plied multi-scale asymptotic ’G-scheme’ proposed by M.Valorani, S.Paolucci.
to the system of ODEs in the second cycle of the splitting method mentioned
above. Our numerical code has been tested for some simple kinetic problems
and its accuracy has been verified. We also demonstrated that the actual
number of equation of the reactive Euler equation for the detonation shock
progress simulation can be reduced to one or two equations instead of five
equations when G-scheme is used in our hydrodynamical model. However
there are issues we need to discuss more intensively on the G-scheme. A
real application of G-scheme to the evolution of multi-species in the reac-
tion of Al-Teflon, PETN, and other Metal/Polymer or Metal-Metal reacted
materials will be presented in the future.
As an effort to equip the hydro-code that has better mass conserving capa-
bility and efficient computational algorithm, we introduced one dimensional
the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method together with Reference Jacobian
rezoning technique. This scheme was not included in our algorithms but we
studied this for our future numerical strategy. More discussion on the ALE
method together with the vacuum tracking algorithm is necessary and the
work will be shown elsewhere in the future.
Finally, the research presented in this thesis seems to provide a preliminary
work to establish generic prototypes of methodology for charactering reaction
mechanism. To gain the more deep insight for the reaction structure of nano-
energetic materials, co-working with BenchTop energetic project at AFRL
team and Prof. Nick Glumac (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign),
will proceed more closely, for real model comparison with experiments. Along
with that, further research on a systematic modeling of kinetics for the path-
ways of chemical reaction systems should be pursued. To support this work,
we will develop a numerical method for efficient, stable and accurate 3D
multi-material reaction simulation in nano-scale samples of new novel reac-
tive materials, based on the algorithm we developed in this thesis.
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APPENDIX A
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Figure A.1: Two sets of constants of thermochemical data. The first
set(shade area ) of parameter A1 through A7 applied for high temperature
range(1000K ∼ 6000K) and the second set applies for the low temperature
range (200K ∼ 1000K)
.
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ID Reaction A[1/ps] n Ea[cal/mol] ∆H[kcal/mol]
1 C2F4→CF3+CF 8.49E+05 0 -47085 104.8
2 C2F4→CF2+CF2 8.49E+05 0 -47085 68.5
3 C2F4+O→COF2+CF2 8.13E+00 0 -1260 -94.5
4 F2→F+F 2.12E+01 0 -33723 36.9
5 F+F→F2 9.68E-08 1 -6329.3 -36.9
6 O2→O+O 6.08E+03 -1 -118097 117.9
7(I) CF3+Al→CF2+AlF 1.36E+01 0 -4010 -73.8
8(V) COF+Al→CO+AlF 5.58E+00 0 -1850 -126.9
9(II) CF2+Al→CF+AlF 1.07E+01 0 -12150 -37.6
10(III) CF+Al→C+AlF 1.11E+01 0 -27800 -32
11(IV) COF2+Al→COF+AlF 1.50E+00 0 -8520 -32.94
12 CF+O2→COF+O 2.00E+01 0 -1800 -43
13 CF+O→CO+F 4.00E+01 0 -1000 -127.8
14 CF2+O→COF+F 7.00E+01 0 -1000 -38
15 CF3+O→COF2+F 1.87E+01 0 0 -76.6
16 COF+O2→CO2+F+O 2.00E-01 0 -24000 25
17 CF2+O2→COF2+O 2.01E+01 0 -26500 -45.1
18 CF+O2→CO2+F 9.63E-01 0 0 -135.6
19 COF+O→CO2+F 6.00E-01 0 0 -94
20 4Al+3O2→2Al2O3 7.41E-02 0 -52983 -200
21 CF3+F→CF4 1.00E+01 0 -2000 -128.4
22 CF3+F2→CF4+F 2.65E+00 0 -2510 -94.8
23 CF+F→CF2 6.00E+01 0 0 -122.7
24 CF+F2→CF2+F 2.35E+00 0 0 -85.7
25 COF+F→COF2 7.65E+00 0 0 -121
26 COF+F2→COF2+F 2.71E-02 0 0 -86.8
27 COF+COF→COF2+CO 2.23E+01 0 -318 -87.9
28 CF2+F→CF3 7.11E-01 0 0 -86.5
29 CF2+F2→CF3+F 5.01E-02 0 0 -49.5
30 AlF+2F→AlF3 1.00E+01 0 0 -258.3
31 AlF+F2→AlF3 1.00E+01 0 0 -224.8
Table A.1: Reaction equation and rate AT neEa/RT ,R = 1.9858 cal/kmol,
Enthalpy in kcal/mol [8]
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APPENDIX B
FLOW CHART: 1D VACUUM RIEMANN
SOLVER
Cycle 1 Cycle 2 
homogeneous conservation law 
(source term ‘S(U)’= 0) 
system of ODEs 
(integrating Source terms) 
Construct local Riemann problem 
•  Piecewise constant data (1st order) 
•  higher-order reconstruction scheme 
    - MUSCL type  (2nd order) 
    - WENO reconstruction (5th order) 
Vacuum Tracking Algorithm  
If                   or 
Ideal EOS 
• Exact Riemann solution  
General EOS form 
• Roe approximation 
ODE Solvers 
•  RK4 
•  LSODE 
•  G-Scheme (GODE) 
Initialization 
I.C   
Update Solution  
• 1st order in time 
• TVD Runge-Kutta 3 method   
Splitting Scheme with   
[at time t=t(n)] 
Update Final Solution   
[at time t=t(n+1)] 
Update Solution 
• 1st order in time 
Figure B.1: Flow Chart of 1D Hydro-code
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